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SNOW! ---

Friday's snow caused numerous problems for drivers on Main Street. (Steven Morrison photo)

By Judi Paradis
Most of the University closed
at 12:30 o.m .. the last Kari-van
ran at_z p.m., travelers advisories
· were, issued for. all of New
. England and as far south as the
Carolinas, and UNH students
cancelled their travel plans and
headed indoors to watch approx, imately 18 inches of snow fall
on Durham in 24 hours last Friday.
After consulting with other
deans and University officials,
Vice Provost for Budget and
Administration Allan Prince
decided fo completely shut down
University
operations
and
classes as of 1 p.m.

It was the first time the University has closed because of snow
in more than two years, according
to the University personnel department.
The National Weather Bureau
in Concord reported the heaviest
snowfall in New Hampshire was
in Portsfnouth, with 18 inches.
The storm brought total snowfall
for January, 1978 to 37.1 inches,
tying it for the third snowiest
January on record with 11 days
left in the month. Average snowfall for -January is 16.6 inches,
according to the weather service.
Of course, one of the nastier
SNOW, page 13

... and an outbreak of influenza
plague start of second semester
By Rosalie H. D~ vis
Ten cases of influenza have
beeQ reported in the first week
. of the semester, representing a
66 percent increase over the
average fall month of 1977,
according to Assistant Director
of Health Services David Regan.
Between the months of September and January, only 25 cases
Qf flu were reported.
Although only 10 eases of influenza have been confirmed so far,
many more students and faculty
have begun the second semester
complaining of cold symptoms.
UNH President Eugene Mills
has been home sick since Thursday.

Go for a honey dip
in Young's breakfast
By Sue Hertz
How many Sunday mornings
_have you charcoaled your !_oast,
S<:rambled y_o1,1r fried:Cggs , diluted
your A&P orange juice, or g1ven
up on breakfast and gone back to
bed'?
Many members of Durham
and the surrounding cQmmunities have chosen not to attempt
cooking their own Sunday breakfast but let Young's Restaurant in
Durham do it for them. For
those not interested in breakfast,

Regan also said yesterday that
statistics for the past four days
have not yet been tabulated, "so

there will probably be more
cases."
"It's always possible · that
people have the flu and are
staying home," said Medical
Director Dr. Charles Howarth.
"If I got it I would probably stay
at home."
In January 1977, nine cases
were reported for the entire
month.
''There is a very stringent set
of criteria for reporting ra ca~e
of the flu,'' said Regan.
"The pragmatic way for determining a case of the flu is to
check a set of symptoms," said
Howarth.
"These symptomR are a high
fever, headache, sore throat,
general aches, chills, a cough,
and a stuffed up nose,'' he said.

''To actually prove a case of
the flu would require a blood test
on the first day of the symptoms
and three weeks after that.
"The cases here are presumpdve cases," said Howarth.
"Treatment for the flu is just
rest, fluids, aspirin, and cough
medicine, because there is no
antibiotic that will treat it."
"We have about 85 people
waiting in line at Hood House, "
said Barbara Cavanaugh, nurse
supervisor, yesterday. "We need
extra help."
She would not say how many of
those waiting complained of cold
symptoms.
"More than likely, I have the
flu,'' said freshman Sara Aicher,
FLU, pages
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Young's offers a spot for chat
with friends over a bottomless
cup of coffee or a chance to read
the Sunday paper before your
roommates or fraternity brothers
abscond with the sports or magazine section.
"Young's is the most popular
breakfast restaurant in town,''
said cook Mike Tugel, a UNH
graduate. "You get a-good price
for breakfast along with good
YOUNG'S, page 4

. The New Hampshire
This is the second edition of The New Hampshire to be
published this semester.
The first edition was scheduled to be distributed last Friday,
Jan.-20. However, because of the severe snow sform, C-astle Pu6lications of Plaistow, which prints the paper, was not ·able to
transport the paper to Durham Friday morning. Ttie paper was
distributed Saturday morning on campus, and copies are available at room 151 of the MUB.
We regret the delay and the inconvenience.

Sunday mornings is the time for some breakfast, butts and booking at Young's Restaurant.
(Steven Morrison photo)

INSIDE
Thomson
Our own Gov. Meldrim Thomson joined
some elite company
last week when he
was named one of
America's ten best
dressed men. For the
details, see page 2.

Cafe
The Mosaic Cafe in
Newmarket has gone
out of business. For ! "
the story, turn to page
10.

Hoop
The UNH Wildcat
basketball
team
snapped its losing
-streak at six games
Saturday by beating
BU. But, the Cats'
winning streak was
short-lived, as they
fell to St. Anselm's
Sunday, 79-57. See the
story, page 16.
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News Briefs
Student Government nominations
Student Body President Peter Tandy has nominated six
students to fill vice president positions. Tandy will later
nominate students to two other positions.
The nominations were announced at Sunday night's meeting
of the Student Caucus. They will be either approved or denied
by a caucus vote next Sunday.
The two positions with no prospective candidate to date
are vice president for student s~rvices and vice president
fc . special assignments. Tandy is still accepting application~
for students interested in either position.
The students nominated are: Ken Cossingham, vice president I
for academic affairs; Jay Beckingham, vice president for
commuter affairs; Ewa Celichowski, vice president for residen- I
tial life; Dick Vantine, treasurer; Sandy Bowersock, vice
president for budget and administration and Jim Kaklamanos,
Students for the University Coordinator.

Asylum granted

Y ount's grad writing program
•
given
anonymous $75,000 gift
By Debby Gaul
An alumnus has donated a
$75,000 gift to support the UNH
English Department's graduate
wrfiing program, according to
Professor John Yount, Chairman
of the Master of Arts in Writing
_
program.
Income from the fund will be
used towards scholarships for
graduate students during the academic year. Scholarships may
also be provided during the summer session, Yount said.
"We can't touch the $75,000,
just the interest. Actually, we'll
be spending the interest one year
after it accrues. This August
there will probably be $800 available, though I expect approximately $3,500 worth of income
per year after the money has
been in in the bank after a year,''
Yount said.
According to Yount, the money
was donated by "a former student of UNH who has some affection and loyalty to the Univer-

The U.S. State Department has granted QOl~tical asylum to a
S75,000 GIFT, page 7
Czechoslovakian couple currently visiting relatives in Manches-='
ter, according to a release from the office of New Hampshire
Democratic Congressman'Norman D' Amours.
D'Amours asked the State Department to grant political asy- ,
lum after learning of Karel and Dafni Kasel's visit to this country '
in August, 1976. According to D' Amours, the couple are opponents
of the communist government in Czecho$lovakia, and decided
to stay in the U.S. after their 45 day visitor's visas expired.
' 'The couple had established a well-rounded fear of persecuThe newly formed Develoption and faced certain imprisonment" had they been forced to
ment Committee, an organization
return home, D' Amours safd.
·
to promote voluntary financial
According to D'Amours, the punishment for illegal departure
from Czechoslovakia is imprisonment for up to five years , plus · support for UNH, hopes to raise
$1 million in the next year,
possible forfeiture of property and citizenship.
according to Committee ChairThe couple are staying with Dr. ~nd Mrs. Nicholas Skaper. man Leslie Hubbard.
das in Manch~ter. Sk~perdas is a cousin of Dafni Kasel.
The committee will assist the
Office of Development in raising
money from UNH alumni, and
is composed of volunteers,
primarily of alumni, according
to · Director of Development
Robert Leberman.
Each of the eight permanent
The flu bug is hitting everywhere on campus, including the
committee members will head
office of the University President.
fund raising efforts in different
Preslc..Ieut Eugene Milla hao boon at homp with the flu
aroao, such ~s;: bu~inPS~, p~rPnts,
since last Thursday and may return to his office today,
according to Muriel Knecht, the president's secretary.

John Yount

Hopes to raise $1 million

Development Committee formed

Mills is hit by flu

alumni , and others.
The function of the committee
will be to bring together these
various groups in an effort to
generate and increase voluntary
fina·ncial support of the University, said assistant director of
development Diane Koski.
Leberman said that the committee will try to "raise money,
build good will beJween the University system and business, and
spread the good word of the
University."
Chairman Hubbard, a member
of the class of '27, said the lines
of communication among these
different groups must be

improved.
''We hope to cover everything
and expand the base of support
of the University," he said.
Other members of the committee include Arthur Toll, class
of '30, Donald Otis, class of '39,
Fred Hall Jr., class of '41, Jere
Chase, class of '36, William
Prince, class of '30, Herbert
Stebbins and UNH President
Eugene Mills.
Further information on the
Development Committee may be
obtained by calling the University
Office of Develooment at 862-1626.

Mrs. Loeb is stable
Nackey Loeb, wife of Manchester Union Leader publisher
William Loeb, is listed in stable condition at the New England
Baptist Hospital following a car accident in Reno, Nevada on
Dec.17.
Mrs. Loeb, who may be paralyzed from the waist down, was
first hospitalized at the Washoe Medical Center in Nevada. After
two weeks she was transferred to her present location at the Baptist New England Hospital in Boston, Mass., according to a
spokesperson at Loeb's office in Manchester.
The spokesperson said, on December 17th, at 7:30p.m., Mr. and
Mrs. Loeb were travelling home up Washoe Hill in Nevada when
the jeep they were travelling in hit a patch of ice on the blind side
of the hill. The jeep, travelling 40 mph, tipped ovor on the
passenger side seriously injuring Mrs. Loeb. Mr. Loeb sustained
minor bruises and was "shook up."

Radiation leak
Approximately 15 workers from the Fort St. Vrain nuclear power plant in northern Colorado were contaminated by leaking radiation from one of the nuclear reactors yesterday, according to
an NBC News report.
The entire power plant work force was evacuated from the site
after a radiation leak was detected.
According to a spokesman for the Public Service Co. of Colorado which operates the nuclear plant, the radiation the man received was "the kind of radiation that disintegrates quickly."
The ·Fort St. Vrain plant, located in Platteville Col. which is
similar in design and function to the controversiai'nuclear power
plant currently under construction at Seabrook, provides electrical power for much of the northern part of the state.
According to the NBC report, workers for the Colorado Public
Service Co. had reentered the plant yesterday afternoon to try to
locate and repair the leak.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts mostly sunny skies for
today with increasing cloudiness late in the day. High temperatures will range from 22 to 34 degrees.
There is a chance of light snow tonight with low temperatures in
the 20's.
Light rain is predicted for tomorrow with highs in the 30's.
Chance of precipitation is 20 percent today and 40 percent tonight.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson

Thomson

•

is

bes't dressed

Governor Meldrim Thomson is beginning to achieve a
certain amount of international notice.
_Our own_Governor Thomson, freshly returned from his eiehtday visit to South Africa's Prime Minister John Vorster,
nas been named one of the 10 best-dressed men in the .world,
according to an Associated Press report.
The survey, conducted by the Fashion Foundation of America ,
lauded Thomson for his "untarnished conservative sartorial
style," said Spokesman Saul Richman.
Accompanying the conservative politician in the top 10 were
~--President Jimmy Carter in first place, followed by Worlq Series _ _. ,
:slugger Yankee Reggie Jackson, J Egyptian President Anwar
;Sadat, and talk show host Mike.Douglas.
.

.,
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Revamped room assignment plan submitted
· "I assume that because of th·e
By Jayne Sears
The Office of Residential Life ramifications of the proposal,
has designed a riew priority sy- President Mills will make the fistem for students seeking on- nal decision,'' said Robillard.
Robillard said the decision
,· cam,Qus housing which would affect
feet transfer students now living should be made by the end of
in dorms and students living off- February.
The new priority system would
campus who want to move into
consider students in the following
dorms next semester.
According to Housing Coor- order:
--New . freshmen;
dinator Mark Robillard, the new
priority system is being reviewed · --Incoming exchange students;
--Re-admitted medical withby Student Government, the
Dining and Residential Advisory · drawals ·
--Handicapped or medically
Committee (DRAC), and the Ofdisabled students;
fice of Student Affairs.
--On-campus transfer students;
--Off-campus students without
residential life experience;
--Academically suspended or
excluded students;
--Merrimack Valley College
transfer students;
-Off-campus transfer students;
--Off-campus students with previous residential experience;
--New transfer studen.ts.
The system that has been used
· since 1973 gave first pr10r1ty Tot
rooms to in-coming freshmen ano
then to students who already had
places in dorms. Of the old students, those with the least a- •
mount of time already spent in '
residence halls had priority over
. . those who had lived in the dorms
longer. Transfer students were
not considered for on-campus
housing at all during the fall semesterundertheoldsystem.
The Office of Residential Life
Marc Robillard
has now revised the priority sy:- , . .

stem because of the increased de- w111 be excluded from on-campus
mariq. for on-campus housing last housing next year.
semester.
According to Vice Provost of
According to Robillard, about Student Affairs Richard Stevens,
100 more new freshmen and an his office will take no action on
increase number of upperclass- the proposed priority system unmen chose to live on-campus this til Student Government and
year than had been expected by DRAC make their recommendations.
the Office of Residential Life.
"If the same number of stu- '
"If Caucus doesn't come up
dents enroll next year, " said = with any new ideas, the proposal
Robillard, "the number of stu- will be passed," said Student
dents seeking on-campus housing Body President Peter Tandy.
will increase because the off"I don't think this is gong to be
campus housing market is be- a rubber stamp. I think some of
coming tighter."
the ideas are controversial," said
Robillard said the new priority Tandy.
system will have the greatest efTandy said the Student Caucus
feet on transfer students and off- will ' 'be addressing several quescampus students.
tions and their feasibility. ·
Peter Tandy
"If they have ever transferred,
"For example, perhaps if
st
they may be excluded from get- freshmen had to live off-campus .take a a nd ·
ting a room. Also, students who for their first or second semes"We're going to put up news
live off-campus will not be al- ter they would appreciate more boards in all the dining halls to
lowed on,'' said Robillard.
the facilities· provided on-campus let students know what's going
According to Robillard, ap- for them," said Tandy.
on. All the members of DRAC live
proximately 160 (or two-thirds)
"I also question whether the on campus so they are easy to get
of the 250 transfer students living I University should be providing a hold of," said Celichowski.
on campus now will not be allowed off-campus with a dorm-like atBoth Robillard and :Stevens said
to live on-campus next semester. mosphere. I think the University th ey plan to give the opinions
"Current freshmen and sopho- should take the responsiblilty to of student government and DRAC
mores will not be affected at all,,; provide this off-campus housing," "a lot of weight" before making
said Robillard.
·
said Tandy.
any final decision.
"The system is designed to proEwa Celichowski, chairman of According to Robillard, more
tect juniors who have lived in • DRAC said that DRAC will not students have decided to live on
on-campus housing since their . make a recommendation on the campus be.cause "in many infreshman year," said Robillard. · proposal until they have heard stances it is less expensive to live
on campus. It is more attractive
"The department feels this is im- the opinions of students.
portant to achieve a continuity in . "There has not been a single socially to live in residents halls
thedorms."
student who has come up with bec_ause of the academic,,social,
·· Robillard- said there was still ·: an opinion," said Celichowski. ·
~n outside chance that juniors "We need input betore we can DRAC, page6
1

Dorm's alcohol.rights restored
By Barbie Walsh
A conditional alcohol policy has
been reinstated in Christensen
Hall this semester, according to
Director of Residential Life Da•vid Bianco. ·
Bianco, . Stephanie Keating
(Area III Coordinator) and Head
Resident Kathy Sullivan met
during semester break to discuss
the dorm alcohol policy which
was susnended last semester because of excessive dorm ctamage.
According to Sullivan, the decline
in dorm damage from . $500 last
October to $31 in November, along with Christensen residents
displaying more responsibility,
lwarranted returning the alcohol
policy to the dorm.

for the entire semester, depending
upon the situation.
Bianco restricted the use of alcohol and started a tight security
system in Christensen on Nov:- 7
,for what he termed negative atti~
_tudes and malicious behavior by
some Christensen residents.
Sullivan thinks the security system prevents outsiders from
damaging the dorrri. "I feel the
security system screens out
people from outs:idP c-oming

into

the dorm to do dama_ge," she.
said. "The entire biame cannot
be put on outsiders - students
have to accept some responsibility."
Most Christensen residents surveyed are happy to have the
alcohol policy returned. Many beThe alcohol policy being condi- . lieved it should have never been
tional, any mis.use of the policy by revoked.
i>ne floor. 'Yill.jeopai:di~_e the priv- .Lance Macy, vice presidentof
ile~es of the entire hall, Sullivan - cnristens·en's house council said,
said. She ~aid the policy could be "I don't think it should've been
revoked for __ a q.ay, a month or taken away: Pressure from a-

· bove caused the crackdown. It
caused me to say forget it about dorm government. Also it caused
a lot of apathy in the dorm."
Some residents felt Bianco was
using Christensen as an example
'for other dorms.
,
· "I'm glad we got it back. I
·think we were being used as an
example. We didn't deserve to
have it taken away because problems were from individuals,"
said third floor resident Laurin
Nowell.
Freshman Debbie Gahagan
said, "Parties promote more
dorm unity. There's a better atmosphere in the dorm nPW.
.People are happier.''
When the alcohol policy was revoked, many residents said they
socialized out of the dorm.
Junior Mark Cloutier said, "It
ruined our social life. We couldn't
·meet people. Everyone used to go
downtown or do bongs all night ·
and pass out.''

David Bianco

You never know what you 're- going to see during a snow storm.
Below, it seems only Bigfoot e:ould make it through campus. - - - - - - Right, UNH-Durham firefighter Russell Bassett shovels out a
hydrant.

Photos: Steven Morrison (left), Art lllman (above).
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Sundays at Young's are· an old corn/ortable habit for "!any
I

YOUNG'S
continued from page 1
food and nice waitresses. We try
to make everybody ha PPY.
"It's just a friendly place to

· UNH Director of Admissions
come,'' he added~
, Although the restaurant seats Eugene Savage wanders through
100, the 8:45 a.m. crowd barely _ the door, picks up the Boston Sun1
,fills the front six booths and four day Globe, greets the -garageIof the stools at the counter.
mecha-nic sitting~. in the front

PHI MU DELTA
IS..PROUD TO PRESENT

PRIVATE LIGHTNING·.
LIVE' IN CONCERT

January 27, ·1978
Granite.State Room, MUB
SHOW TIME: 8:00 PM
DOORS OPEN: 7:30 PM/
TICKETS $2.00 Advance/$2.50 Door
AVAILABLE MUB TICKET OFFICE
"This is an excellent band, playing
excellent music"
-Captain Ken Shelton, WCOZ-FM (Boston)
"A Coming rock band ... bracing ... kinetic"
-James Issacs,_Bost~n Phoenix · .

I

r

I

0

If you' re starting to look at life after college, try our "basic" outlook. Apply for
the special Two-Year Army ROTC Prograq1
during your sophomore year.
Attend a
six-week Basic Camp this summer and earn
$500. It's tough, but the people who can
manage it are the people we want to serve
as officers in the active Army or Reserves.
Do well at Basic and you can qualify for 'the
Army ROTC Advanced Program in the fall.
' You'll earn $100 a month for 20 months
your last two years in college, and the
opportunity for a two-year full tuition scholarship. You'll also receive the extr.a credentials that will distinguish you in whatever

•

•
1

-booth and joins Dean of Physical
Science Richard Davis in the mformal dress. For example,
i booth closest to the bakery count- Don Murray in jeans."
Young's owner Dick Young ater.
"I colll_e d9wn here every Sun- tributes his restaurant's Sunday
day morning and stay for one or popularity to "good food, good
ervice at a reasonable price.''
two cups of coffee," said Savage,
ut Young's is also iqiportant as
"I meet a lot of good people at
meeting place in Durham, he
Young's."
.
"I also come every Sunday ~aid.
By 11: 15 a.m. the restaurant
morning to pick up the paper an
s filled with the after church
because most of my friends such
rowd, hungry students, orders of
a~ Mike O'Neill (Director of Recr~ati9nf aiid Coi~_h Bowes (UNH "number one special (small
footbaih ·· coach) congregate 'uice1 two eggs any style, toast,
aeon and coffee for $1.45)
here,'' saidDavis. ''It's a habit.''
lease", and the sound of newsAt 9: 20 business picks up. The
aper pages flipping. The waitbooths and stools begin to fill and
the traffic to the stack of Sun- resses' pace has picked up to a
near run. Their smiles have fadday papers increases.
.
Waitresses Barbara Thompson ,ed a little as they hurry to deliver
and Sandy Beers had been drink- coffee, eggs and plates of paning tea behind the counter, but by cakes to ~aiting customers.
"I've ,been coming ~ere of£
. 9:30 a.m. they were trotting be: . tween their customers, the coffee . and on on Sunday mornings for
machine and the ordering win- . 22 years," said Spanish and
dow. The sound of teaspoons a- Humanities professor Charles ..
gainst coffee cups almost droned looghton. •"Most of the w a i ~
know what want and serve m·e
out the lull of conversation.
"Many of our customers come without much fuss."
before they go to church," said . Toby Weir said that he has been
waitress Linda Mackey, a fresh- eating breakfast at Young's evman business major, "And some ery morning since he moved to
Durham ten years ago.
1 come after the service. A lot of
"The waitresses cater to me,"
1 people .i ust come to read tbe_na-.
J!er and sip coffee. Anyw_ay, _~~ , , said Weir. "They give me the
food without my ordering."
are rushed from 9 a.m. till noon.'
"Honeydip" Constance fin(is
Choir director of St. George's
' Church Dick Plumer puffed on ~ the waitresses friendly but said
· pipe, swallowed the last drop of -she patronizes Young's because
coffee from his cup and said,'' she "likes to see the young kids."
"I stop at Young's every Sunday .· And "young k1<1S :, ·come to the
morning en route to church. I eat restaurant on Sunday mornings
to observe the older clientele.
my second breakfast here.''
Young's is an institution, said
President of Sigma Beta FratJohn Ballen.tine of Somersworth. ernity Jon Bewley said he comes
"It's comfortable like an old to Young's every Sunday morning to read the paper and watch
shoe," he said.
''We come here after the ser- the people that eat there.
vice at St. George's. The food is
"The older men sit in the same
good and the coffee predictable," places every Sunday," he said.
he_ explained w~ile he buttered a _ "And they order the same thing."
As Savage !}nq Davis rose to
blueberry muffin.
· "lt's nice to see the colleg~ leave Savage chuckled and said,
crowo," aaaea ms w1te, t'at. "He (Davis) comes for the big
"T ~ l~o lovP to SE'P the £acuity in . chocolate doughnuts."

ARMY ROTC.

~~~{i~i:e? Choose.

i:r.,r::111

CAL~o:b~~:~~£~?ui~;ing

.lr~-.,-,1-_~1111i.a1111nrn_mn

Try our "basic"

~

·
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THE
BOOKLOFT

Sore throats
and colds
hit students

Campus calendar
TUESDAY, January 24
BOOKRUSH: Granite State Room, Memorial Union,
8 a.m.-4:20 p.m .
.GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION: For part-ti~e
and evening-only graduate students. Registrar's Office,
Thompson Hall, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Open for socializing.

AT TOWN & CAMPUS

FLU
continl:!ed from page 1

one of the students waiting in the
Hood House lobby .
."I have a sore throat, swollen
glands and a fever,'' said Aicher.
''Two other kids on my floor in
Williamson are sick with the
same thing."
"I think I have the flu," said
Cathy Sprague, who was waiting
to see a nurse. "I came down
with it last night."
.
__A_r~ident of Christensen Hall,·
Sprague saia, "I think living in
a bigger dorm makes it easier
to get."
"This is a winter disease we're
talking about," said Howarth.
''People are shut in houses or
dorms and the virus spreads
easily from one person to another,'' Howarth said.
"In the summertime, people
:are outside more and getting
fresh air. There isn't as much
chance to get it,'' he said.
"It's very difficult to pinpoint
where the virus comes from,"
said Cavanaugh, "It's more
complicated than just the
weather."
"There has been an increase
in the flu in the state," said
Regan, "and I know the numbers
of cases are increasing."

WEDNESDAY; January 25

All 1978 Calendars

BOOKRUSH: CLOSED to ~ove back to Hewitt.
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION: For part-time
and evening-only graduate students. Registrar's Office,
Thompson Hall, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Dartmouth, Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Season tickets or $2 general admission if tickets available. Game to be televised on Channel 11 at 7 p.m.
MUB PUB: To be announced.

NOW30%OFF
plus WatershipDown
Calendar

1/2

Price

THURSDAY, January 26

regprice$4.95
sale $2.48

BOOKSTORE OPEN: Hewitt Hall, 8 a.m.-4:20 p.m.
i MUSO PHOTOSCHOOL AND DARKROOM REGIS! TRATION: Black/white and color classes. Facilities in, elude three fully-equipped darkrooms and one photostudio. Registration in the MUSO office, Room 148,
1
Memorial Union, 12:30-2:30 p.m.

64 main street
durham
· 868-9661

GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION:
For parttime and evening-only graduate students.
Registrar's
'. Office, Thompson Hall, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
I
GRANDE ILLUSIONS:
"Shampoo," starring Warren
'\•Beatty. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30
p.m. Admission $.75 or MUSO Film Pass.
'
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY:
Boston College, Snively
I Arena, 7 p.m.
!MUB PUB: Hugh McQueen, folk, 8 p.m.

15-40-% OFF

FRIDAY, January 27

--Down or Polarguard ·Parkas
-All colors & sizes now in stock
--Unconditional _Guarantee

lllikltmts
Crail•
tee
pet

brook lane

LAST DAY FOR STUDENTS TO DROP COURSES
WITHOUT $10 LATE FEE.
.
BOOKSTORE OPEN: Hewitt Hall, 8 a.m.-4:20 p.m.
: MUSO PHOTOSCHOOL AND DARKROOM REGIS: TRATION: Registration in the MUSO office, Room 148,
1 Memorial Union, 12:30-2:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: University of Maine (Gorham),
. Lundholm Gymnasium, 4 p.m .
...,MUB PUB: To be announced
~
1

•

durham. new hampshire 0382.it

1

tel. 868-5584

W~lderness ·camping, backpacking
and ski touring equipment

--

-

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union
' Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office Rm. 108. Business hour.s
Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines
1
tor aas tor 1uesctay's putH1cat1on, I<"rictay at 2 p.m. anct l''nctay·s put>11cation, Wednesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage
paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 10,500 at Castle
1
Publication, Plaistow, N.H.

.I
1
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Cross Country Ski Rentals
and Sales

-.......................
r:

~~··~

·unique 1:areer in
PRACTICAL EDlilDEERIDli

AST
♦ EFFICIENT
: REASONABLE

t

TYPING

"OX 288 MIDDLE RD. RT. 1, DOVER, N.H.

~

·♦

THESES ♦

REPORTS ♦
PAPERS ♦

TEL (603) 742-0394

far a unique individual
The field of Nuclear Power is one of the keys to our nation's
energy problems. If you are a college Junior or Senior with
at least 1 year of college phy~ics and mathematics through
integral calculus, you may qualify for a rewarding and chalJenging career in Nuclear Power with unlimited advancement
opportunity and unusually attrac1ive benefits including:
. • Training salary of $14,000; double your salary in 4 years
• Free medical, dental care
• 30 days paid vacation annually
• Financed graduate program available
• Excellent retirement plan .
• Free vacation travel available
•· lmmecliate . college scholarships available

ues.

Jan. 24
6:30 &8:30

AlPacinoin

''Bobby Deerfield''
a love story with class
Ned.-Sat.

Interview with the Nuclear Power Manager on campus Feb. 6.
See your Career Placement Officer for additional informatioo
,,,,.

.

NUCLEAR POWER MANA.GER
Navy Recruiting
575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139

i

t..;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . j

Jan. 25-28
6:30 &8:30

OUTRAGEOUS
''Original, alive and ribaldly funny''
-Charles Champlin, L.A. Times
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GENERAL

•
notices

A LOST AND FOUND SALE will be held at the Information Center, Memorial Union, all day Friday,
January 27. Items include: 2 jackets, 4 sweaters,
2 shirts, 2 hand puppets, 1 teddy bear, 1 hubcap,
1 handbag, 1 pair of men's and 2 pair of women's
shoes, 17 hats, 4 scarves, 2 ties, 2 belts, 3 kerchiefs,
8 pairs of mittens/gloves, 1 slide-rule calculator, 2
Christmas records, 14 pair of glasses, assorted keys
and jewelry, 15 sets of keys, 4 class rings, 1 watch,
4 children's books, 17 single gloves/mittens, and one
baby bracelet marked "Terry." Prices are negotiable.

ACADEMIC
SCHOLARSHIPS: Air Force ROTC has 2-3½ year
scholarships for students in all academic disciplines.
If you're interested in becoming a lieutenant in the Air
Force, call 862-1480 or stop by the ROTC building
across from the bookstore.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: SOS
provides instruction in creating and editing program
and data files on the DECsystemlO. Course meets
Monday, January 30, Room M227, Kingsbury Hall,
3-5 p.m. Call 862-2323 for registration information. All
registrants will need a project-programmer number;
may be applied for at Computer Services, Room Mlll,
Kingsbury Hall.

CAREER
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Series 2,
Module A: Self Assessment I. Thursday, January 26,
Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 10-11:30a.m.
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Informal sessions
where underclassmen and graduating students can
share post-graduation concerns. Career Planning and
Placement, 203 Huddleston, Wednesday, January 25, at
6:30 p.m.
SUMMER JOBS DROP-IN: Assistance for students
trying to locate summer employment opportunities.
Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston, Friday, January 27, at 6: 30 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
UNH HORSEMEN'S CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday,
January 25, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
Open to all old and new members. Refreshments will
be served.

Room assignments

UNH DEBATE TEAM: Informal dehatP. ::ir1d strategy
meetmg, Thursday, January 26, Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 8-10 p.m. Open to anyone interested
iri joining the team or observing a practice cteoate
round.
SIMS LUNCHEON (TM CLUB): Thursday, January 26,
Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon-1:30 p.m.
Group meditation and newsletter. Bring your own
lunch.
UNDERSTANDlNG THE CHRISTIAN LIFE CLASSES:
Survey of basic biblical teaching about God, man,
Christ, salvation, living the Christian life, and the Bible.
Weekly meetings every Tuesday beginning January 24,
Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 8:15-9:30 p.m. ·Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.
TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY: Meeting,
Tuesday, January 24, Hanover Roo~. Memorial Union,
8p.m.
·

DRAC
continued from page 3

closer to the needed resources.''
According to a statement from
anct cultural programming that
goes on in them. They are near · the Office of Residential Life,
the heart of what is going on on dorm life is important in helping
in-coming freshmen adjust to the
campus.
"Academic pressures appear to campus, supportive of a student's
be getting tighter and students development, and provides the
are beginning to realize it," he student an opportunity to become
said. ''The rP.sidence halls are involved in student activities.

I ------------------------ -----1

CLUB SPORTS

B.M.W.

ALL-CAMPUS SQUASH TOURNAMENT: Saturday,
January 28, Field House courts, 9 a.m. Men's and
women's tournament open to all level players. Sign
up in Club Sports office Room 151, Field House, by
Wednesday, January 25.
EASTERN ARTS CLUB: Yoga, Kung Fu, and Perspectives of Movement. Meeting every Monday and
Wednesday, Salle, New Hampshire Hall, 7:30-9 p.m.
MOTORCYCLE CLUB: Meeting, Thursday, January
26, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m.

SPECIALISTS

Judo Club-Semester II Judo lessons will begin Tues.
· Jan 24, 7:30 P.M. in the wrestling Room at the
Field House. All lessons are FREE! Newcomers ·
are invited to attend.

*Repair of all B.M.W. autos

INTRAMURALS

•eomplete supply of new and recycled
parts

WOMEN'S ROSTER DEADLINE: Volleyball due January 30.·
MEN'S ROSTER DEADLINE: Basketball due January 30.
CO-REC ROSTER DEADLINE: Basketball and Innertube Waterpolo due January 30. For additional information about intramurals, stop by Room 151 Field
f{ouse, or call 862-2031.

• Used B.M. W. 's bought and sold
*Free health diagnosis of your B.M.W.
l

Certified Nurses Aides
11-7 Shift-Part time

I
I
I

...--------·~
PY ~LP.ii-~!18~~
"Ready Alade Copy - Same Da_y Service.

RN Supervisor
11 :.7 Shift - Full time
R.N or LPN -11-7 Part time
R.N or LPN - 3-11 Part time
Dover House Health.Care
603-7 42-2676

Stratham Circle - 8 miles south
of Durham on route 108

I

·I

:; Call for appointment

778-0652

.,,.

!!.GREAT BAV ENTERPRISES

...--------------------··----------·----------.----------------;

M.U.S.O.
-POSITION OPENING.S -

NEW HAMPSHIRE·
OUTI~GCLUB

*SECRETARY*
-Salaried
-Typing experience not required bu
•preferred

*PRINTER*
-Paid by commission
-No experience required
-Poster Design, Productions
-Advertising and Promotional Training

Apply at the MUSO office
room 148 of the MUB until
Wednesday Jan. 25 at 5:00
p.m.

SEMESTER II
OPENING MEETING
TONIGHT
MULTI-MEDIA SLIDE SHOW
''CLIMBING IN NORTH AMERICA''
BY PETER COLE
~ SEE

OUR NEW EQUIPMENT*
*FIND OUT ABOUT OUR SPRING CALENDAR*

Tues.Jan. 24
Strafford Rm. MUB
7:30 P.M.

-
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$ 75,000 grant received

_

$75,000 GIFT

_ "

has been drafted, but not yet fi-

2
continuedfrom "page
sity.'' Yount said the donor--a
1929 UNH graduate
who wishes to
remain
anonymous--presented
the gift in recognition of his
class's 50th anniversary.
Yount, <MTho has taught at UNH
since 1962, said he obtained the
money for the writing program
by writing a proposal to UNH Development Director Robert Leberman.
"The graduate writing program has had little funding in the
past. I wrote my proposal to Leberman, indicating we needed
money and how that money
would be spent. Other people-such as Vice Provost ot Academic Affairs David Ellis--had to
approve of the writtng program
. as a worthy way to spend money," Y0unt said. "Leberman
found so·meone who has an interest in·our English program. We're
very grateful the donor was so enthusiastic," Yount said.
Accordine to Leberman, his
knowledge of a certain "loyal
alumnus" and of Yount's proposal was what resulted in the generous donation.
"The endowment, in accordance with the wishes of the do. nor, gives first priQrity of support
for scholarship aid, with preference to out-of-state students,"
Leberman said.
Yount said the faculty is very
happy about the donor's preference towards out-of-state students, since UNH tuition is very
high.
·
~'Most good graduate writing
programs have sufficient funds.
New Hampshire is a poor state
and state revenues aren't available. That makes such a gift all
the more important," Yount said.
According to Leberman, the
specific provisions of an agreement tn uudcrstandi?g h~tween
the donor and the Umvers1ty has
been drawn up. "This agreement
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.
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na~~~~'~:i~airh,at as the fund''
grows the English department
m~y be guest
able lecturers
to invite ordisti~gmshed
wr1··
ters to come to campus,
According to Yount, there are
between 25 and 35 students enrolled in the graduate writing
program, specializing in fiction,
, non-fiction, and poetry.
"We like to keep the program
very small and very good. The
' department would like to maintain a student-to-teacher ratio
which provides for extensive conference time," Young said.
Sue Wheeler, a recent graduate
of the Master of Arts in writing
program whQ teaches English
501, applauded the graduate program.
·
\
"The best part for me was that
the writing professors were always available," she said. "You
can meet with them many times
to discuss whatever Y,ou're working on. I'd say it's probably the
strongest part of the program."
"The gift is one of the finest
, thines to happen to the program
because we haven't had much
money," said graduate student
Joseph Greda. ··
"This will go a long way towards providing the ability fo,
draw good people here and im-,
prove lectureships. It'll improve)
the program all ai.ound," he said.
According lo Freda, _the pro-I
; gram hasn·'t had much publicity
over the last couple years. "John.
Yount has been trying to run the
program on a real shoe-string
. budget. Now if there's a good student applying to two graduate'
schools, we may be able to draw
him to UNH since the department
now has more money with which
to work. This will improve the
program's quality." ·
Yount said, ''To get &uch a generous gift was beyond my expectauonl). I waa vory smrprised, and ..._
very happy."
a..-..~i..liiili----=-=IEE!ac!!!!:!!'!:,S::S::::s::r::::ss::a:!r:::mc:::l=:.'!:1:1:,.:S::r.'1:S:::S:::::::l::S'l=:l:s::li:s:l::S::::S:::::::~c:.'l::S::il
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KEG ROOM

LADIES' NITE in the LOUNGE
TUESDAY 7 p.m.-12:30 a.m.

FRIDAYS

HAPPY HOUR 3-6 · p.Ill.
PIZZA DEN

Fresh Pizzas - Hot Grinders
Friendly Atmosphere

PHOTOGRAPHERS
KQDAK AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

.

-

TOWN AND CAMPUS

FILM AND PAPER DEVELOPS:

D-76
'MICRODOL-X
DEKTOL
SELECTOL

PHOTO DEPT.

LOW
PRICES
·ALWAYS
MAIN STREET, DURHAM
. WEEKDAYS 8 till 6
SATURDAY 9 till 6
SUNDAY 9 till 5
868-9661
MOUNTING SUPPLIES
INCLUDE
DRY-MOUNT TISSUE
MAT BOARD
WOOD AND METAL FRAMES

PLUS: .
STOP-BATH
FIXER
RAPID-FIX
HYPO-CLERING AGENT
BY YOUR REQUEST:

NOW IN STOCK
DAYLIGHT FILM LOADERS
AND
KODAK BULK FILM:
PLUS-X
TRI-X
DIRECT POSITIVE PAN 5246

.KODAK POL YCONTRAST PAPERS:
SURFACES

"F" "N"
SINGLE AND DOUBLE WEIGHT
(many in 5x7, 8x10, and llxl 4)

also

KODAK POLYCONTRAST-RAPID
RESIN COATED
AND KOCABRIMIDE PAPERS
DARKROOM EQUIPMENT:
DEVELOPING TRAYS
GRADUATES
SAFELIGHTS
APRONS
ROLL-FILM TANKS
THERMOMETERS
FILM CLIPS

DIRECT-POSITIVE DEVELOPING K I T . . . . . . , - - - - - - - - - - -1
We Welcome Requests

TONERS:

and special orders
SEPIA
BROWN
RAPID-SELENIUM

FARMERS REDUCER
CHROMIUM INTENSIFIER

868-9661
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editorial..-------A time to relax
When a snow storm of the magnitude of last
weekend's hits, it's essential to look at the good
things which happened, and to not dwell upon the
buried cars, the parking bans and the inevitable
on_slaught of influe.nza.
- After all, how often is it that your 2 p.m. class on
Friday afternoon is cancelled? It makes the weekend a little longer.
A snowstorm means you can get to your favorite downtow·n bar a little earlier. A snowstorm also gives you something else to toast when you finally find a seat there.
In these days of dissatisfaction and discontent,
how often do you get a chance to thank Vice Pro-

vost for Budget a~d Administration Allan Prince
for something? (It was Prince who cancelled last
· Friday afternoon's classes). ·
During a snowstorm, when you can't move
around very readily, you can catch "All in the Family" on television during the afternoon.
On the hight following the snowstorm, you
have something to !hrow around campus, other
than
empty
.
. beer
. bottles.
A weekend snowstorm is just about perfect for
all skiers, both downhill and cross-country. The
conditions over the weekend were the best they've
been all season.

1

For the adventurous students, a blizzard allows
the luxury of driving on roads which are practically empty.
A big snowstorm also means you don't have to
go to work on Friday nigh!:_
But most of all, a snowstorm the size of the one
we are still digging out after, gives everybe>dy the
chance to settle into a comfortable dorm room or
apartment, and relax for a while. We can all sit
back and look out the window at the sheet of
white, and unless you really had to get out and
shovel it, you could just enjoy a slke of winter life
in New England.

Much-deserved credit
The Memorial Union · Student Organization
(MUSO) is to be commended for the outstanding
services it has provided the students of UNH this
year.
All year long, and we are sure, for the remainder of the semester, MUSO has and will promote
quality entertainment and services for which
MUSO members receive little thanks.
The most noticable improvement this year has
been in the movie fare. MUSO sponsored fine entertainment in the first semester on Thursday and
Sunday nights, and already this semester, the
Grandes Illusions and Projections have presented Love and Death and Fre~ks, two fine choices.

The concert quality of MUSO has always been
enjoyable because the music is presented in a
dose, quiet, intimate environment which, fortunately, differs greatly from the huge concert hall,
you-really-can't-move-an-inch atmosphere of
some of the larger concerts.
But MUSO is really much more than an entertainment-providing organization. The dark room
instruction and the printing service provided by
the group are of tremendous importance to those
individuals and groups which take advantage of
them. It is also an opportunity for MUSO members to get the valuable teaching experience they
will appreciate in later years.

MUSO pre_sident Ian Wilson and his fellow
members have made great efforts to upgrade and
maintain the facilities which MUSO has available.
By doing this, he has given more and more students the opportunity to gain valuable experience
in many different realms of college life.
Rightly, the full name of MUSO is nebulous. It's
not just entertainment and it's not just for photo. graphers or printers. But it is appropriate in that
everything MUSO does is geared towards the students of the University.
And that's what four years in New Hampshire's
University is all about.

letters--Kitchenettes
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Privileged

To the Editors:
I am writing in response to the
English Depa17tment's iecent decision
not to grant Professor Annette
~olodny tenure. As a student at UNH
I have been privileged to have been a
participant in two of the courses she
has taught here at the University.
There have been very few times in

Circulation Manager JiQ1 Elsasser
Advertising Manager Tom Asacker
Advertising Associates Majorie Fedel\

Copy Editor Holly Dunn
Copy Bonnie Bethune
Readers Lavonne Brown
Karen Ghioto
Patti Loisch
Sharon McCabe
Diane Niland
Nancy Olshan
Cathy Pad ham

· To the Editor:
As many of you may know, many
residents of Williamson Hall have
bP.en trinnin!! on the stairs. This.is an
obvious Hazard. The Head klutz,
Bill Klunk, has tried to solve the problell} by l ~ the st.airway. He justi_fies this move by stating· that stair.:
ways are an obvious hazard and that
they are a luxury-that is, they are :
not included in the Room and Board
contract.
We, the residents of Williamson
Hall, endorse this decision! We have
another suggestion for Mr. Klunk.
We feel that the bathrooms should also
be locked. The bathroom is also a
luxury which is not provided for in
the Room and Board contract. It is ·
an obvious hazard-small people can
be flushed down the toilet.
Obviously, the above incidents are
false, but do they sound familiar???
Recently the kitchenettes have been
locked throughout the dorm. How does
the head resident justify this action??
Excessive use of the kitchenettes
was setting off the sensitive smoke
detectors in the hallway. He feels
that the frequent drills will promote
people staying in the dorms. When
people asked about what he was going
to do about people cooking in their
rooms, he stated that it · is illegal.
But isn't it illegal to stay in the dorm
during a fire alarm? His reasoning is
illogical.
Obviously the head resident feels
that the fire department is wasting
its time on false alarms. That ws
agree with. To increase the danger
of having a real fire by promoting the
use of dangerous hotplates may give_

the fire department a good purpose
for coming, but let's be real...
This action is also a health hazard.
The flu has reached epidemic proportions in N.H., Mono, strep throat, and
colds are common. With Philbrook
· closed, many people opt to not walk
to Huddleston to eat, bu{ rather to
fix soup at home. The cl6sed kitchenettes result in poorer eating habits,
and worse health.
Also-the Room and Board contract
(Section I, Item I) states: "Meal preparation is not allowed in student's
rooms. Snacks may be made in designated kitchen areas." The kitchenettes are not a luxury but a right given
to us by the Room and Board contract.
These rights can not be revoked without due process of the law.
And, if this is the only viable plan
of action, could we please be treated
like adults and informed of the situation before action is taken. Or please,
come change our diapers.
name withheld by request

Typists Sally Easter
Dianne Boutwell
Jeanette Engle
Coren Feldstein
Laura McLean
Becky Thompson
Sue Wessels
Linda Thayer
Accounts Manager Robert Spear
Billing Secretory Eileen McGrath

About letters
· T~e New Hampshire accepts all responsible lette~ to the edit~r-and

prmts them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
letter.
·
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions
· on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire Room 151 Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
'
'
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.Durham needs an alternative
Franklin · Theater owner William · Davison will
soon submit his plans for converting the movie
theater into a lounge and restaurant to the
Durham Board of Selectmen . . The proposal was
passed by the Planning Board last December.
Durham students and residents should be aware
of the implications of yet another beer hallrestaurant in the town which would replace the
only movie theater.
Durham has often , been called a cultural
wasteland, especially by those people who come
to -the University from other states and cities.
The Franldin Theater, while not ·always showing
the best movies available, remains one of the
few . places a student can go at night where
there is no music or alcoh0l.

MUSO' s film series, which has improved ·immensely this year, makes an attempt at showing
first-rate movies at_, a low price. Still, MUSO
can only do this two nights a week. The Franklin
, is open every night.
The argument that the Franklin cannot make
a profit with the new movie theater in Newington
is a justifiable reason for Davison to be concerned.
However, in the interest of himself and the town,
he should spend a little money to expand and
improve the Franklin's facilities,Ahen get first-run
l movies which would- draw crowds from all over .
the area.
Should it be impossible, however, for Davison
to operate a profitable movie theater, and be
forced to open up a restaurant, let's hope it

isn't another Down Under Pub, Jason's, Keg
Room, or Wildcat, all of which differ little from
each other.
The ironic thing about all this is that while
Durham needs a movie theater, . it also needs
a good restaurant. How about a place that serves
good food, drinks, and is open late at night
for a snack and a cup of coffee? Chances are
that Davison's proposed restaurant would nqt
go this route, under the presumption that such
a thing just wouldn't make it in Durham.
Whatever happens, Durham students and residents should have their say about what they
would like to see in this town.
If it can't be a movie theater, at least make
sure it's a restaurant that offers something different.

reasons.
If you personally can't handle the
mv three and one half years of college A teacher's purpose is to teach. Why
You are further reducing people to fumes, I suggest that you buy a gas
:when I have actually been expected in the world would this University be
components of a non-human system mask or do something (take lessons )
and allowed to truly think and express ' imbecilic enough to dispose of somewhen you incorporate blanket rules of so that you can communicate your
my own thoughts. For the most part one who's given us such a great
behavior in lieu of human intercourse. . problem to smokers in your area more
as ·a student I was required to just amount of useful knowledge. All one
You are taking the communication ' effectively.
listen, memorize, internalize and re- . has to do in order to recognize Ms.
As I get older, I see how important
and compromise factor out of one
gur_gitate the teachings of my pro- · Kolodny's benefit as a teacher would
more aspect of our live~ t~ere at t~ it is for me to tolerate behaviors I
fe~sors. This however was not Jhe case be to read over her evaluations, past
University.
y~ur campaign to desig- I don't unders~and in other peop~e if
with Professor ~olodny. Her expec- and present. We plead with you that
hate so many more non-smoking areas ! those behav10r:s don't _substanti~lly
tations were high and yet they seemed the decision to deny Annette Kolodny
, you are assuming that the people in ; harm me. I . think smokmg falls mto
so reasonable because I knew that the tenure be re-evaluated for the sake of ·
th~ areas are incapable of handling f this category.
knowledge I was gaining was in- the students obtaining the education To the Editor:
Carl Heine
In reply to Professor Shor's lettef,
the problem among themselves. This
valuable.
· that they demand.
- Non-Smoker
Her approach to literatlm, was un· ·
is counter-productive to the learning
Cindi Fox I object to the aims and methods of
Sti:llings Box 397
like anything I had ever experienced.
experience.
Liz Grant Right to Breathe for the following
She tied literature to history as well
.
, as social structure in such a way that
it became much more valuable and ingrained in me. I learned more about
this_ country and its pre-twentieth
century literature in one semester
than I have learned in my 'Z'/ years of
life. This sort of education is very rare
today and I fecl. strongly that it must
be preserved.
Is it not the-, true philosophy of
universities to preserve the right to
the process of ; · ~e thinking which is
the basis for t: ..e knowledge? If in
fact it is, how does one justify the gross
error that our own English Department made when it voted nine to four
with three abstentions to deny Professor Kolodny her due. I wonder how
many excellent instructors and professors have not come to UNH or, even
worse, who have left or will leave be. cause they feel they will not be able to
giv e fully Qnd un<:Plfish]y of themVACATION TOST. MAARnN OCCURS DURING-UNH SPRING VACATION .
selves to their students because their
colleagues feel threatened by them!
DEPARTING FROM BOSTON SUNDAY, MARCH 5, 1978
. I know from personal experi~nce that
Professor Kolodny had given fully and
RETURNING SUNDAY, MARCH 12, 1978
unselfishly of herself as a human being
· and a teacher (in the true sense of the
- Your escort ·wili be Prof. David F. Long of the History Department. word) and because of this she will not
be allowed to return next year and in ·
the years to come to continue _doing
what she knows best - that is TEACH!
I am sure that Professor Kolodny
Optional Deluxe Hotel accommodations are available at
would. have no difficulty in acquiring
the luxurious CONCORD ST. NAAB TEN where every room
. another position at another institution
• Round-trip jet transportation via Capitol International
overlooks the sparkling Caribbean. You may enjoy their
because she is very highly respected
Airways with deluxe infligh.~~dining,
gourmet dining room, exciting night-life, a picture book
by her colleagues in this country as
well as internationally. She has pubbeach, and their casino. Or, just relax and play golf or
• All flight reservations and tickets .
. lished extensively and I have been
tennis. $99.00 per person.
• Pre-registration at the hotel.
privileged to have read some of her
works including one book entitled The
• Hotel accommodations for seven nights at the
Lay of the Land. We should be honored
beautiful 'St. Tropez Beach Hotel.
that she chose to come to UNH and
every effort should be made to see that
A special dining option is available which includes 5
• A ''Welcome to St. 1Maarten Party."
she is allowed to remain amongst us
American breakfasts at your hotel and 4 dinners. To
• Manager's Cocktail Party.
·so that many more students will have
register fQr this option, check the appropriate box on
·
the benefit of her knowledge.
• All transfers and baggage handling between the airport
your reservation coupon. $75.00 per person.
Thank you.

Breathing ·

In

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF; ALUMNI .
AND·THDR FAMIUES ARE INVITED TO .
SPEND THEIR SPRING VACATION IN

ST.MAARTEN
.WITH THE UNH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ii! ·. .· ·. ·g·-~.
.,39

Your vacation includes:

Deluxe H.,o tel Option

Special ·D ining Option

Estelle Nilsen
6-D Forest Park
Durham,NH

•
•
•
•

and your hotel ..
Complimentary Chaise Lounge & Beach Towels.
Free gambling chip worth $5.00.
All taxes and tips for services included in the pr~gram.
A hospitality desk in the lobby of your hotel staffed
by Trans National's on-site team of professionals.

Optional Tours
Take a scenic tour around lush St. Maarten and visit the
Great Salt Pond, the Rum Distillery, and the Japanese
fishing fleet. Sail through crystalline blue seas and witness
the diversity and splendor of the Caribbean. Come with us
on an evening tour to St. Maarten's hottest night spots.

Injustice

NO REGIMENTATION! YOU ARE FREE TO EXPLORE ST. MAARTEN AS YOU PLEASE.
*Plus 15% tax and services per person (based on double occupancy). Single Supplement: $150.00.
DEPARTING

To the Editor and
To the UNH English Department:
·· we're afraid! Afraid of the political
injustice that goes on above our
heads; afraid ·of the helpless feeling
of trying to change this situation. And
afraid, not to mention deeply saddened, that no longer will students
leave a class with the unique awareness one acquires from Annette
Kolodny's class.
What are you afraid of? Does Ms.
Kolodny pose such a threat to you that
you would deter from the education of
the students in order to calm your
fears? Is Ms. Kolodny too dynamic a
teacher for you to handle? Does her
e~elleiice in teaching make you feel
inadequate? What is the problem? We .
don't understand!
The reason we are here is to learn.

RETURNING

March 5, 1978

March 12, 1978

DEPARTURE CITY

Boston

PRICE

$399.00 + 15% ($59.85) = $458.85

01 would like to go to ST. MAARTEN.

□ Enclosed please find$ _ _ _ __..s deposit for ---number of persons ($100.00 per person) .
. :
. •.·
0 Enclosed please find $ - - - - - s full payment for _ _ _ number of persons.
□ Please charge r.ny deposit of$ _ _ _ _ ($100.00 per person) to O MASTER CHARGE O VISA (Bank Americardl.
Acc't#._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Valid date _ _ _ _ thru
Signature-----------------~
Departure Date: _ _ _ _ _ _..,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Departure c i t y : - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - 01 want the Deluxe Hotel Option (add $99.00 per person to my final payment).
DI want the Special Dining Option (add $75.00 per person to my final paymentl.
-- · ·· ·•
Full Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T e l . #Offic..__ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. #Home _ _ _ _ _ __
S t r e e t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . L i t y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _tate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO: UNH Alumni Association
PLEASE RETURN TO: ', John S. Elliott Alumni Center

I

University of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H. 03824

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

603-862-2040
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Rogers' Computer Gives A Command Performance
By Barbara Scott

a coinouter-generation of a human voice or piano, for example,
sounds almost, but not exactly
like the real thing.
The Bratton Room at Paul Arts
The first selection, "Canonic
looked niore like a psychological
Structures," was fascinating but
testing room than a concert hall.
disconcerting because it sounded
It was bare except for a block
so alien, seeming to go nowhere
of metal chairs in the center surand do nothing predictable.
rounded by quadrophonic speakThe Q.iece sounded like rairiers aimed inwards from the four
droos on tin oans and cast iron.
corners of the room. Neon lights
skillets; like a kitchen close enlit the bleak white room with an
counter.
eerie, unearthly glare.
Later on, the same piece soundIn front of the chairs, where
one would expect to· see the ed like wooden blocks falling
musician ready to play tiers of down cellar stairs.
"Study in Timbre", a piece by
electronic keyboards, sat a lone
Hubert S. Howe of Queens colreel-to-reel tape recorder and a
ege, sounded like movie suspense
few electronic units trailing wires
music. The tones were held and
onto the floor and out to the
stretched. creeping cautiously
speakers. Another unit, perhaps
ready to leap or l:>e lecl:_pt upon.
an amp of some sort, sat on one
The fuller tones sounded barren
of the front row chairs as if it
and expansive like a moonscape.
were there to enjoy the concert,
The final selection in the first
too.
section of music was "CombinaPrograms, appropriately printtorial Identities" which sounded
ed by a computer .,were rustled
like the destruction of a beehive
in nervous anticipation.
John Rogers, professor in with a sledgehammer.
' UNH's music department-strode
At this point in the concert, the
audience became restless. Five
before the audience and announced the program in hesitant, . members left, no doubt ·to return
to tne1r natural mus1ca1environthough proud tones. He had "generated" most of the selections
ment.
himself on computer.
Probably because it was the
Rogers, a short stocky man
most familiar musically, the best
with black rimmed glasses and a
part of the concert was "Interslight south~rn accent, gave
mission Musics." People gigbackground information on the
gled and tapped their feet to
music as he threaded each taped
"Twelve Tone Boogie Woogie,"
oiece into the tape recorder
a crazy, discordant delight. Most
The Electronic M~sic rf:cital was interesting but frightening. Just how many musicians · ·Computer generated music pleasant was a piece by Bach.
a!1d con~uctors wdl be Johle~s because of comyutors? Onfy a human audience and en- is a computer's re-creation of Realized on the comimter bv
gmeer like John Rogers (pictured above) wil be necessary for a space-age concert.
sounds based on pitch, frequen- 1 .UNH student Jeff Joseph, the
(Art lllman photo)
cy, tone and many other vari- piece-smmaed like a violfn's deli-ables. "Some of-the variables have . -cate -ringing . tones. Familiar,
not yet been discovered, and so ~oothing, and earthly.
The Electronic Music Recital took place Sunday, January 23 at 3 p. m. in Paul Arts.

Sad Ballad of Newmarket's Mosaic Cafe
Customers sit at their tables · We get some regtiiars who come locations and such from this venbarefoot, their shoes scattere<l . iu two or three times a week, . ture. I'm going to try again.
"A front door entran<!e onto
about the legs of the tables. Con- but that's not enough people to
versations are carried on in quiet . stay in business."
Main Street would have made a
tones with a background of mf'llow
"This was not a good location/' big difference. People would see
. said Payette. The Cafe is obsctir- it better than our side entrance. ·
recorded music. ·
"Also, in this town, I would
Vegetarian delicacies such as ed behind Smiley's Pizza on Main
5-pina~h pi~ and a~ple and r~isin • Street in Newmarket. Smiley's have had to sell alcohol to draw
omelette are served promptly by , is also out of business.
more people. Selling food would
the waitress dtessea casually in a _ Payette, who owns Smiley's in . be secondary .
sweater and jeans. So why is the addition to the Cafe, said, "At : "This is my whole life," he
Mosaic Cafe closing on Sunday, first, I thought that being so close sa~d, motioning to encompass the
J.anuary 22'?
to the University would help the cozy little cafe, "I'm really into
Owner and head chef Rick cafe, but it didn't." The restau- 'this business, and I'm definitely
Payette said, "It's hard to draw rant has sW'vived since Novem, gotng to try agam.
new people to a place like this. ber, 1976.
"The oruy -people I feel badly
Payette relaxed at a corner c!_bout are our steadr customers."
table on the lower level of the said Payette. "They come from·
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
.
restaurant. He is a slender man · all walks of life, students, profes·of twenty-nine dressed in blue- sors, working people. We get
jeans, blue T-shirt, and blue some meat eaters, but the major1' 1dana tied tightly around his ity are vegetarians.
.
J td.
''The basic concept behind this
Tuesday, January 24
Payette, a native of Massachu- · restaurant is that people should
setts, worked in various restau- be m9re aware of what they eat.
"We make everything without
rants before he tackled owning
•
and running the Mosaic Cafe by sugar or preservatives. Why?
MUSO film - "Shampoo;, starring Warren Beatty
himself. None of the places he Basically, we cook from vegetarand Goldie Hawn. About a Don Juan hairdresser.
_worked were vegetarian.
,ian cookbooks, but then we apply
Strafford room, MUB. Shows at 7:30 and 9:30 p. m.
"This is my first time running :our way of cooking to the recipes.
Franklin Theater - "Bobby Deet'field" starring Al Pacino.
·a restaurant on my own_" Pay- Most of our dishes are greaseless
ette said; smoothing his must- :1nd we use very little butter exShows at 6:30 and 8:50.
ache with his thumb and fore- ::ept for the soinach pie. ·
Stone Church - Driveway Wilson. Acoustic guitar
finger. "I've learned ·a lot about
''I guess where we reallr fa~ed
a la Arla Guthrie. Located in Newmarket.
Hy Barbara Scott

.

It's not because the food was
bad. Nor was it because the service was poor, or the atmosphere
unpleasant.
The
Mosaic
Cafe closed du~ to lack of business.
The atmosphere is ~nY\thing;
but unpleasant. The Mosaic Cafe ,
is housed in an old brick and
wooden beamed building decorated with f.ramed Renoir prints,
soft lighting, and comfortablelooking wojrjen furniture. In one '
corner is a· small grandfather '
clock.

calendar~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

"I've learned a lot
about locations and
such from this
venture. I'm gou,,g#
to try

. "
again.

was in turning people onto food."

Waitress and cook Debra
· Joine
·
d Payette at the
-Lang101s
table as he spoke. She was not ·
working that evening and was
bundled up, ready to go out into
the blizzard.
"I feel really sad that we're
closing," she said, "the cafe
br~ught a lot to a lot of people."
But, as Payette stressed, he'll
give the vegetarian restaurant
business another chance. Where
and when, though, is a mystery,
the answer to which is worth
waiting for for many people who
enjoyed the cafe.

The Puddledock Pub - Jerry Tillet, folk . Own compositions. Located on State Street in Portsmouth.
Starts at S:00 p. m.

Wednesday, Jqnuary 25 ·
Franklin Theater - "Outrageous". A comedy. Shows
at 6:30 and 8:30 p. m.
Stone Church- Driveway Wilson .
The Puddledock Pub - Dale Szczelowski, folk. Starts
at 9:00 p.m.

Thursday, January 26
Franklin Theater- "Outrageous" Shows at 6:30 and 8:30.
The Puddledock Pub - Phred Lake, soft rock. Starts
at9:00 p.m.
MUB Pub - Hugh McQueen, folk.
Stone Church - Jazz from UNH.

Once a quiet haven for gourmet vegetarians, The Mosaic Cafe will no longer hang :
its sign out in the streets of Newmarket. (Art Illman photo)
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Barton's Book Wizardry At Town_& Campus Is Magic
By Brendan Dubois
What would the Bookloft be
without its manager, Priscilla
Barton?
Barton, a short congenial person is as enthusiastic about her
job as she is about the books
she sells.
Her hands move around aimlessly, as if they are looking for
a book or a magazine to hold.
Her voice is soft and pleasant and
her glasses reflect her probing,
intelligent eyes.
''I like my job very much, and
I've alway liked books, especially
myster~es and gothics. Actually
it's close to an addiction. My
husband is addicted to science
fiction. Between the two of us our
boo_k purchases are outrageous."
She lives with her husband in
Dover, along with· three cats.
"They're about the same caliber
as having three two-year olds. "
Barton, originally from Washington, D.C., graduated from
UNH with a degree in Speech.
She has worked at Town and
Campus for over eleven years,
in various positions.
"I'm manager of the Bookloft,
which means I buy all the books,
hire, and fire all the employees
that work in the loft.
"Back when I went to school
here, I worked for Town and
Campus. After the Bookloft manager left, the other store managers called me up and asked:
'Would you like to manage the
Bookloft?' I told them that I
really didn't know anything about
it. They told me that from experience they had found that if you
don't know anything you do a better job. If you have the ability
to learn as you go along.''
-Barton motioned to the books
in the store and described the
bookbuying process.

some others, but we're not going
under. I think the store has been
really successful, and I would like
to see it more financially successful. And that has to come from
me. "

"f feel it's bee n
successful in the
sense of people
liking what we
have, and
fee(ing we have
a decent selection

of books ... "
Barton continued, '' A lot of.
Priscilla Barton runs a tight ship in Town and Campus' Bookloft. Alone, she orders people have the misconcept~on
all the books, hires and fires hehp, does much of the paperwork, and even finds time intellectual
tnat college-towns .read only very
things,
to dust in early morning hours. (Tom Varley photo)
At UNH, other than textbooks,
"If I started with an empty
"I see salesman from most of quests. We try to order books for the popular books are fiction,
store, the first thing I would do the major companies, who will people that request them, al- science fiction (which is very
is go down a list of books that I come in. I buy about six months though there are a few publishers big), and gothics--they all sell
well. Things like Rich Man, Poor
knew and wanted to stock. That- worth of books at a time from who won't send one book."
When asked if she thought the Man; The Other Side of Midwould include most of the clas- many of them.
sics; not just fictional classics,
"The salesman show you the store was successful, Barton sat night. .. they're well-written trooks
but classics in cookbooks, and na- book jacket, the blurb on the back in her chair half murmuring, but they're escapist reading. "
ture books; Each category has author, how much advertising the "It's really hard to tell, because
About competition from other
·something that's a standard item. company will be doing, and for me, there are two levels of
bookstores, Barton said, "Our
"Then·fo~new fifles coming out, whether or not it'll get a front- success. I feel it's been successbiggest competition as stores are
I'd just get-the book review sec- page New York Times book re- ful in the sense of people liking
in the malls. Not that they take
tion of the New York Times. I view, which makes a big differ- what we have, liking the atmosbusiness away from us, but
get that a week ahead of time be- ence. Whether or not the author phere, and feeling we have a dethey're the biggest and people go
cause I can see what people are will be on the Tonight show or the cent selection of books and that
there more often. They're open
going to ask for next week. A lot Today program. _this kipd_Qf_sJuff. we try to get books they want.
seven days a week, for more
of people follow not just the re- :· "I can tell in a given day which
·,'The book business in general hours than we are. We can't comviews but the ads tnat are in book was-reviewed on the Today
there.
show, just by what we get by r~~ · is not as profitable a business as pete with them op their level."

CAREER WORKSHOPS
Sponsored]ointly By
Career Planning & Placement Service
862-2010_

The Counseling & Testing Center
862-2090

Module A-Self-asse.ssment I: personal review (Looking at your past and identifying the - accumulated expertenc.:: w-h.ich -urill h "'
useful In thlnkfug about yourself in a work settinl!.)
Module B-Self-assessment II: looking ahead (Some structured ways to assess your If t th
skills fit into y our future work and life.)
se a
e moment and see how some of thes e
Module C-Skills assessment (Identifying specific skills which y ou now have and can bring int 0

k
any wor s etting.)

Module D-Locating occupational information (Exploring and locating
occupational and career information t o ope n up your m
. ter ests. )
.
Module E-The job hunt (How to find job openings once you've chosen your occupational Held.)
Module F-Special information for women (Information, coaching and.discussion about career concerns r e lating t o women.)
Module G-Res ume writing workshop (You'll be briefed on the steps for writing your own resume .)
Module H-Interview'Know-how workshop (Information and video presentation on successful interview strate gies.)

1s t S eries
Tuesdays 12:30 - 2:00 p .m .
Hillsborough Room - MUB
Module
A Self Assessment I
B Self Asses sment II
C Skills As se ssment
D Locating 0cc. Infor.
_E TheJob Hunt
F Special Info-Women

2nd S eries
Thurs days 10:00 -11:30 a.m.
Hillsborough Room - MUB

Dat e
Feb.7
Feb . 14
Feb . 21
Feb.28
Mar.14
M ar. 21

3rd Series
Tuesday 7:00 - 9:00 p .m .
P er sonal D evelopment Mini Dorm
(Tentative) Date
Module
Feb . 7
A Self Assessmen t I
Feb. 14
B Self Assessment II
Feb.21
C Skills Assessment
Feb. 28
D Locating 0 cc. Infor.
Mar.14
E The Job Hunt
Mar. 21
F Special Information
· Sessioff"'(For men & women)

·------------------------- --------------

Module
A Self Assessm en t I
B Self Assessm e nt II
C Skills Assessm en t
D Locating 0 cc . lnfor.
E The Job H unt
F S p e cial Info -Wom en

Date
Jan. 26
Feb.2
Feb.9
Feb.16
Feb . 23
Mar. 2

4 th Series
Thursdays 2:00 . 3:30 p .m.
Hillsb orou gh R oom _ M;UB
Mod ule
A Self Assessment I
B Self Assessmen t II
C Skills Assessment
D Locating 0cc. Infor.
E The Job Hunt
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ FSpecial'Info -Women

Da te
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr. 6
Apr. 13

--------~V~-~~-- - - --·

Modules G & H (Res~e writing and Interview modules are offered on a separate evening schedule.
See Jhe New Hampshire for dates.

Attend one or all 'No sign-uplii n e c essary

clip a n d save
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Cagers·split;
face Huskies
tonight

MUS.Q

HOOP

, continued from page 16

playing\he same brand of opportunistic basketball the Cats ha-0
used earlier.
St. A's capitalized on each
errant UNH pass, forced turnovers, and out-witted the Cats'
defense with easy back-door
hoops throughout the half.
What had been a jubilant UNH
locker room one night earlier,
was silent following the 79-57
swamping. The players were
unable to explain the complete
turnaround they had undergone
overnight.
"I have no idea," said Cavanaugh, "no idea at all."
"There's no explanation," said
VanDeventer. "We played the
same way we did against BU for
the first fifteen minutes, but then
we stopped doing it. In the second
half, I don't know what happened."
VanDeventer's play has im- '
pressed observers in recent
games. He was the Cats' leading
scorer again against St. Anselm's.
But, he says, "Last night I didn't
play well at all. I was terrible,
I shouldn't have even been out
there.
"It's __getti~ to be a mental
thing," he said about the Cats'
dismal record. "It's sort of a spiral effect. The more we lose, the
more it affects peoples' games,
and it's contagious."

Photography
ScJiool

ACADEMIC

RESEARCH
10,000 TOPICS

e,A.nd CJJarl.qoom ~gistration
AVAILABLE FOR USE:

QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SEND SJ.00 FOR YOUR 120-PAGE
MAIL ORDER CATALOG

*(3) Three Fully-Equipped Darkrooms
(Includes CHEMICALS, Enlarging Equipment, etc.)
'( 1) Photography Studio
(Backdrops, Studio Lights, Reflecting Shields, etc.)

PHOTOSCHOOL CLASSES AVAILABLE:

BEGINNING and ADVANCED
BLACK and WHITE Classes:
COLOR CLASSES

STUDE:-.:T:
NON-STl.JDENT:

$20.00•
$25 .00*

STUDENT:
NON -STUDENT:

$25.00*
$30.00*

STUl>l·NT:
'.\ON-S-1 l'DFNT:

$15.00
$20.00

UNHCHAMBER
CHORUS AUDITIONS

*INCLUDES SEMESTER DARKROOM PRIVILEGES

DARKROOM PRIVILEGES:
(Includes use of chemicals)

Tuesdays and Thursdays
3 to 4:30. Room m-219
Paul Creative Arts Center.
Singers need for all voice
parts.

SEMESTEK II Kegistration (Spring Semester)
Thursday. January 26

12, 30 p.m.-2, 30 p.m.

Friday, January 27

12, 30 p.m.-2, 30 p.m.

AT THE M.U.S.O. OFFICE, ROOM 148, OF THE M.U.B.

classified ads

pre-paid class ·ad form

cars for sale

TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

. B~itannica 3 Encycloperua '475.00 original
pi-ice was over $700.00. Excellent condition.
Also: 1973 Y. W. V~n. in good condition
$1700.00. Write: Chris Kusliner 57 Silver
St., WaterviUe, Maint: 04901. 2/7 '

1972 C-20 CHEVY PICK-UP: 3/4 ton w/25-0
6 cyl. engine, blue, He,el&ide, 8' bed body · Wthomen's Whjte Stag stretch ski pants.
h_a s . no .rust w/f~w b~ps. Heavy duty
e bo!>t racmg style. Royal Blue Brand
suspension w/co1l spnngs. Heavy duty ·
3 4
clutch (same as w/308). Heavy duty step.
1 10 /1 ) $1~.00 Martha ;Stoke
bumper w/ball. AM radio w/no Interior
extras. Brand new front tires w/snows
on rear. A solid buy for a firm $1 700
W~ sell musical in~trumenls:"Slfuge~ild
Ask for Ben 207-967-p572. 2/3 .
' · . Drum.set $239. Giyson bass $1-7.9. Rus,tQ.q.
:f .A, $3_4 t __Les P!!.~ ! strat original .ma co~
Forced to Sell:= 1971 SAAB New brakes
1es, Travis Bean amfYaniaha gmnn·s·-ete:'"
radials, valve work, exhaust. Dependable
Music Warehouse, 542 El- Mancbester·
~eal at $1200. 431-8824 (Keep trying)
668-4880 1/24
'
12
'68 VW Bug, body in good condition, running
well.
Best
offer.
CaU749-2355.
Ask
for
Bev.
1/31.
Brand new Oriental rug! Handwoven, pure
,
.- .
wool. 8 ft. x 6 ft. Call 742-9461. · Asking
For Sale - 1969· Ford . Ecoiioiine Van - vs
$475. 1/'l:1
.
automatic trans. Heavy duty suspension.
4 good tires $950 or nearest offer 436-1851
Electrophonic stereo - AM/FM 8-Track
Make an offer! ! 2/7
waver /.recoroo. 3.-way speakers. 'Excellent
condition. Asking $175. List price $325.
Saab 99 1972 good condition 60,000 miles snow ~a!!.filQ_~E! _218 or 7.42-9461. 1/27
~ F~ radio, ~?8t sell 100O.00 65\}-~8781/_2~- FOR SALE - 1969 Ford Econoline Van 1974 beiae Jeep J-20 3/4 ton pickup automatic VS - automatic trans. - heavy duty sus- .
P .
•
~nsion - 4 good tires - $950 or nearest
transm1ss1on, ~wer steering, 4-wheel drive
,o.f~r -436-1851 Make an offer!!
360 V8, $3,000. Call 664-7794 after 5 p.m. for
details. 1/31
FOR SALE: Exercise bicycle, Sear's deluxe
model. Hardly used. Sells for $80 in latest
sale catalog. Will sell for $50. 742-4106-keep trying. 2/7.

Over

~ii'2.mi. %

f

PLEASE PRINT

MUST BE PREPAID .

, l-"'IRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or less; $.50 for each 15 words extra.
EACH CQN-SECUTIVE INSERTIO_N: $.25.

Maximim number of runs: 6.

Telephone numhets and dates count as O'l\e ord; hyphenated words count' as·two.
Mistahs on our part merit on,e additionft.Jµn.
Amt. encl.:

.. .... ·

TO RUN

TIMES .

Make checks payable to: The New Hallq>sktre, Rm. 151. Memoria1 Union.

for sale

1966 VW CAMPER BUS Factory cam~r
w/pop-top, fold-out double bed roof rack,
front tire moun_!: seats 5, 2 fold-out tables,
etc. NO RUSr. new starter, battery,
generator, front tires, ignition switch - engine completely rebuilt 30,000 miles ago.
$675. Calf 868-9831. Ask for Mark. 2/3

FOR SALE: Nikonos II underwater camera.
Takes . good pictures even if you never
use . it underwater. $175.00. 742-4106--keep
trying. 2/7
TYPEWRITER - Manual Olivetti Portable
asking $25.~ CaJlBarbara ~t 868-9650. 2/7
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Blizzard's_18-inches ,put strain.
·
on University's snow ·rellloval budget
SNOW
continued from page 1

aspects of the storm was cleaning
it up. While shovelers headed out
to attack their ctriveways ana
stock up on Ben-Gay, plows
worked around the clock cleaning
up streets and parking lots.
The Durham Department of
Public Works reported no major
problems with the storm. "We
'had pretty good luck," Said foreman · Clyde Fogg, "There were
a few minor equipment breakdowns, but that happens in any
.storm."
Henry Dozier; assistant director of servic.es of Physical Plant
Operations and Maintenance
(PPO&M), said UNH plowing
was "somewhat troublesome."
PPO&M was missing two pieces
of "very important equipment",
.Dozier said. A front-end loader
and a _four wheel-drive . Scout
were botb being_repaired_when the_
.storm hit. He reported other
''minor problems due to equipment failure."
.
Dozier said students "were
more cooperative than in the
.past." He did express "grave
concern", however, "on the part
of students riding on the bumpers
of equipment. Someone's going to
·get killed/' Dozier said.
Dozier " said there were also
problems with students "who·
would not yield the right of way
.to big pieces of show removal
equipment.
"Some students are almost
defiant." Dozier said, "Like, 'Hit
Me', challenging us to do something. ·
"Plowing is a difficult, boring
-and tiring job," said Dozier, and
uncooperative students only
··
.make the job more difficult.
. Do:tier said that PPO&M had
adequate supplies of. salt and .
'sand to deal with the storm, but
expressed concern about supplies
for the remainder of the semester.
"I would assume after we're
:finished cleaning up from this
storm there won't be many
ennies left in the bottom of the

1

Dry-Dull Lifeless hair?

·pot. There are going to be holes
,shot in my budget," Dozier sa~.
·"But that doesn't mean we won t
keep working to keep the roads
:free of snow."
Dozier could not estimate the
total ·cost of snow removal for
the storm, because the cost is
'figured from the last day of operiation. Snow removal activity has
not yet been completed, he said.
, One remaining problem from
I ~he storm is the condition of
' parking lot A, across from the
Fieia House. Dozfer called it "a
teal mess. We're going to have
to ask students to remove their
tars some night this week to
Bow plowing,'' he added.
WHEB radio in Portsmouth
eported eight deaths in New
England because of the storm ..
All were victims of heart attacks.
Because of the enormous number

Our 8th Year • Now at 2 Locations
Beaver College and Cornell University

1

!

AERCO Montessori Teacher Training Program
Ms. Carol Korngold. ·25 Roxbury Road, Scarsdale NY 10583

Phone (914)472-0038 or (215)AD3-0141-42
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This Coupon Worth

$1
With any $5 purchase
or more of cosmetics.
Jovan, Coty,.Revlon, Bonnie Bell, etc.

$1

GOOD THROUGH ~ANUARY 28ih .1978_

-$1

.

.....
r: ··••••••···••····•••··•····
HAPPY TIME
:
-

.

.

f

AT

i

YOUNG'S RESTAURANT
& COFFEE SHOP

:

I
♦

-

·f:.

7:00 p.m. til 10;00 p.m..

:

Thurs - Fri - Sat
Nites

♦

·•· ♦

!:•

All Menu Items
½ Price

29mainst.
Durham

PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING DEGREE /
TOWORK

'f

.•

I♦

1•

-----.i.... .._,,.,.i.·----__.--- - ------ ---------

1:
·t
:

Come in and enjoy our
daily breakfast specials
6:00 am till 11:30 am

If you're a degree candidate who would like to embark on a future·
oriented scientific or engineering career. then consider the United States
Air Force. It's one of the finest opportunities in the nation.
Completion of our three-month Officer Training School nets you an
officer's commission and launches you into a. career that's geared for
tomorrow. Our equipment is among the finest. our working conditions are excellent. and our benefits package unmatched. Find out
about a space age service from your nearest Air Force recruiter.
Bill Macallister
Dover, N.H.

Phone: 742-3736

L ........................... .•
)

PHONE 868-7051

-t

~

Mi~ . MONEY
SUMMER JOBS
BACK

·!Northland ski~1_l~minated, all hi;kory_;
ker ommngs, ltiu cm, gooct tor aaurroegmner
or older cnildl $10 or best offer, call 868-7143
after6p.m .1 27
·
;SKIS, Spalding Siderals1 195 cm. good conditionJ... bright orange, orig $180. asking only
$30.l,all 659-57961/24

fut tent

APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN MONTESSORI SOCIETY
Summer Academic Program from June 28 to August 16, 1978, to
be followed by a nine month internship. AERCO/lthaca Program
conducted on the campus of Cornell University and AERCO/Phila.
Program conducted on the campus of Beaver College. For
information and brochure, call or write registrar.

1

1 00 % ori!anic

Henna conditioning
treatment may be
your answer

MONTESSORI P:~~~:~ Training

of cancellations the radio station
broadcast . only events that had
not been cancelled Friday and
Saturday.
.
Traveling conditions were
reported to be very hazardous.
Rtes. 128 and Interstate 93 in
Massachusetts, were both closed
for the afternoon to facilitate
plowing, making travel toward
Boston nearly impossible.
Many students took advantage
of the snowfall and. headed to ski
resorts in the northern parts of
the state where conditions every.where w~re listed as good to
•excellent. Many who couldn't get
_away from campus indulged in
!cross-country skiing around
;campus. Sledding and snowball
fights became the optimal leisure
time activities as campus and
town clean:-!lP effort continued
.through Monday .

.o;

GUARANTEED OR
NATION'S LARGEST

·

1?,~\qJ£~ri'A~~\~~uu~~-fltt
APPLICATION. ONLY $3 SUMCHOICE,

BOX 645, STATE COLLEGE. PA. 16801.
- 1~ •

help wanted

classified
ads .·
· Two work-study students needed for
.
b
researc h on mverte rate population and
community ecology. Hours at the Jackson
Estuarine Lflboralory to be arranged. Contact Drs. Ned Hatfield, 862-2175, Robert
Croker,862-2100.1/27

A great way of life.

Uorm. J:<'or more mfo. please contact Kevir
at 2-1732 or 868-9684 before Jan. 29. 1/27. _

,w ANTED TO BUY used pair of ,.ross-('_otml!ry skis length n_o 1m~rtant. _Reasonably
trTcM. write 'fess ~verett Gen.-UeT. IJITr1
am. 1131
·
· "
I'm looking for the most lucrative summer
job possible. I'll offer 5 percent of my
. earnings to the person who supplies the conta t that I
:k f
th·
Ad
~.2657 . 112f0 r or is summer.
n Y

Positions available - Educational Talent
We buy musical, inst~ments:Guitars1
Search has staff openings beginning immedFOR RENT • Dover • Small furnished room
-....drums, Amps P.A. a, microphones, Key
iately.
in faculty home. House privileges. One
WANTED: Eligible Work Study Student ' B~rds, etc. 'The Music Warehouse, 542 El~
block from Kari-Van. Non-Smoker only! , 1) Lakes Region Outreach · Counselor: 12
to work approximately 15 hours a week
St., f.t'l.n..i1ester (across from Zayre's), 668hrs./wk., consisting of 1 full day at high
$75.00 mth. including utilities. Call 749-3514
(evenings and Saturday) as watchman al
48&0 1/24, •
schools and remaining hours in-office;
after 5: 00. Female preferred. 1/24
working with low-income students. re: post- · the Jackson Estuarine Laboratory. Must .
have own transportation. Be available to
secondary opportunities. Training is proFor rent-Apt.-5 rooms and bath, sunny lostart work 30 January, 1978. Contact Mr.
vided - must have driver's license. Uppercation 5 mm. walk to campus. Available
Burm_ltt, 862-2175.1/24
_ __,~ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
class or graduate College Work-Study stuFeb. 1st, married couple only, no children
dents
preferred.
or pets·. Price $185 per mo. plus utflilies _
\Emrienced
waiters
and
waitresses
. . Lost - Pendelton green plaid scarf in Area
2) Office Technician: 10-15 hrs./wk. con- . al ufre"Wingate's in Stratham; N.H. desired
T~l. 868-9648. 1/24
Please of College Corner and Scorpio's. Very imtacting post-secondary admissions and call -9519 or 772-'ml for appointment. Other portant If found please call 868-9711. 1/31
financial aid personnel and· students via
. .
To sublet: one bedroom apartment, exceltelephone and mail; processing such ap_pli- f;~en and dining room pos11ions available also
lent for a couple or one person, 3 minute
cations; troubleshooting. Must be eligiblE
walk to campus. Immediate occupancy. Call
for College Work Study Program.
ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE
Gibbs challenges any dorm to out dance ·
_868--7491after5:00.i 1/27 .
,· Contact °Marsha Jotins, Robinson House, •illUNSELORS
CAMPS seeks qualified counselors for 90 memour finest. Lefs see who'll win the Grand
862-1562 by Jan. 27. 1/24
, ber camps' located N. Eastern U.S. , July and
Prize. Bet they're from Gibbs.
August. Contact: •Association of Private
·-- -- -~· --·-- .
Hey Gigface! How's life at 78 Madbury
Ladies: "See-through tops." 3_50 pr/hour. ·camps, 55 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y:
Road? Played any back~ammon lately? J
212
595
10
2
10036
736
Plus ti~ Attractive women Please inquire.
< >
--6
- /
miss you muchly and wish you could be
Back aft tavern Kittery, Me. Please call · Laboratory Aid-Must be work-study elighere in Spain to enjoy all the perverts with
ROOMMATE WANTED: Non-smoking
for appt. 439-2920 2/7
'. able. For details, contact R.E. Graber : me. Turned any burners on lately? I love
female to share apt. in Dover. Own bed- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ at 868-9697 Ex. 26 Durham Forestry Sciences
:,,,,. · iss you muchly - Lorri 1/'El __
room on Kari-Van route. $100/month plus
Wanted! A person to assist in delivery of T-~horatory 1/27
_
.
utiliti~. Call 749-2545after6:00 n.m . 2/3
"The New lfampshire". Must have Tues.
;DESPERATELY NEED ride to Manchester
11-2 Free. Is a paying position. Call
Roommate wanted 2nd semester, Rye Beach
every ·Tues. or Thurs. morning to get· to
868-5846 Jim Elsesser 1/27
.
$75 per month (includes heat) call 431--8983
field placement. .. will share gas. Please call:
NAZZ ! ! I want to buy' the NAZZ Albums Judy
?./7
.
.
Special Services Program looking for 2-3
868-7069. 1/27
Willing
to
pay
good
price
(Todd
Rundgren)
CWSP sohs/irs. For tutorfrounselor oosifor albums in good shape. Also will pay, HEY Devine. Are your dancing shoes
tions. Responsibilities include Acad. Tu-wring & peer counseling. Valuable · exper- . to tape. Call Kevm at2•!?32 or 868~9684. 1(27 . Ready to Go? Get psf.-:hed for the Dancea-Thon. Bet we can Dance more than any
iPnrP for OPonlP intPrPSTPd in human sP.rother dorms! ! ! See you Feb. 3. Hunter is
vices/education. Apply by 1/25/78 SSP, WANTED! A few interested _people to fill
~ces j_n the Personal Deve[opment Mini Ready, Are you? Ml<'H.
TYPING-Letters, Resumes, Reports, Theses
Robinson House, Rosemary Lane, 2-1562. 1/24
20yrs. ~xp. 749-2692. 2/10

los_t & found
personals

roommates

wanted

services

Ann, Chris, Diane- Surprise from across the
miles! Just want to say you're the best
friends anyone could have .. I miss you_ all
lots. Keep those letters commg. Love M1chI elle. 1/24
, Opposite Sex: Yes I do, but you should see
me immediately if you have any further
elaborations I should know about. YNW 1/24
Jewish Students meeting Thursday January
26 at 8:00 p.m. in the Sullivan room at the
MUB. 1/24·
~~~--~-~~-----

Deborah Lynn. Have the happiest of Happy
Birthdays on January 26th. And the 5est
of everything every day. Try to find time
for some skiing. Ji24 -.

and
Parld-n~ available at the co1_1VeI1!_ently
}Prime
ocated Phi Mu Delta Fraternity at 24 Madbury Rd. for a paltry $25 a semester 868971Q. 1/24
.
(X)NTACT LENS WEARERS! Save money on
your brand name hard and soft lens supplies.
Send for f~ee illustrated catalog.
CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER
341 E , Camelback.
Phoenix, Arizona 85012 2/3
Ski Trip open to all Area II residents, Thursday, Jan. 26. Bus leaves the quad at 4:00
p.m. and will return at 12:00 p.m. $5.00
for transportation and lift ticket. Sign up
at the Area II Service Desk in Devine. 1/24
frake a year off ('79-'80) and walk, hitch
and ride from Iran('/) to Nepal. You must
·have money, interest, experience and humor
Andy 868-2657. 1/24
jewish Students meeting Thursday January
26 at 8:00 p.m. in the Sullivan room at the
MUB.1/24
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By Nancy Maculiewicz
The UNH women's basketball
team, after defea ting previously
unbeaten Boston University,
56-45, last Saturday night in Boston, will travel to Springfield
College today.
"Springfield has no height' advantage, but they're a quick
team," said UNH coach Cecilia
DeMarco. The Chiefs are currently ranked third in New
England.
"All the work had to pay off,"
said DeMarco of Saturday's
.game. The Cats have been working out at UNH since January
third.
.
The victory evened the Cpts;
record at 2-2 and dropped nu;
the fourth-ranked team in New
England to 7-1.
For the third game in a row,
UNH's Donna Couture led the
team in scoring. Couture;a fresh-;
man from Windham, New Hampshire, recorded 18 points in the
game.
"The biggest--and nicest--surprise of the game was Sue Dutfy," said DeMarco. BU's height
advantage didn't inhibit 5'1f'
sophomore Duffy, who scored 16
points and pulled down a gamehigh 10 rebounds. "Her contribution really made the difference,''
said DeMarco.
DeMarco
credited
Kathy
· Sanborn with fine direction of
UNH's offensive attack. Sanborn
handed out seven assists.
"Our aggressiveness made up
for the height difference," said
DeMarco. "Everyone who got into the game scored.''
.
UNH will play at home this
Friday in a 4 o'clock game
against the University of Maine,
Gorham.

Swiniwolllen

fall to BC;_
now 4-4
HI I MR. M'NAMARA ! I
WE'r?E PLA'lltJ& 't,J6A'.

THE
STUDENT VIDEOTAPE
ORGANIZATION WANTS

YOU!
. Interested in taping:
-Your own shows
-Intramural Sports
-Class Projects
Candid Camera
-etc, etc, etc, ...
Learn how to us~ the
video equipment and
how to tape yoqr own
programs. Be a part
of the FUN of video.
Don't miss this meeting.

THENCOM:E
to our first
.organiza Uonal
meeting:

PHOTOGRAPHERS???
We need you at · The New Hampshire.
' Come to a meeting TONIGHT at 7:30
in room 151 of the MUB
BERMUDA .......................... $229*
includes: Jet Air Fare, hotel
college week activities, taxes

FORT LAUDERDALE (Mar. 3-10)

THURSDAY
Hills borough
room, MUB.
at 7·:00

~SO: T~e Paid position of S.V.T.O. Programming
1rector 1s presently open. Pick up an application at
the meeting.

via train .................................... $199*
via jet plane ................................ $229*
includes: transportation via jet or
train, motel for 7 nights, taxes
*All rates plus 15% tax and service
accomodation based on triple or quad occupancy

~'-"~:....
~-·····'

....

.......

~,~~,

J. . . .

,..;

35 Main St.
Across from Post Office

Tel. 868-5970

8y Fred Carter
The UNH women's swim team
met Boston College for ·-ihe first
time ever Sunday, losing, 68-63.
The loss gives UNH a 4-4 record
while BC, undefeated last year,
ups its three-year winning streak
to thirty-two.
"Our lack of depth hurt us at
the end,'; said UNH Coach Carol
Lowe. "The swimmers were tired
and we lost two of the last three
races.
"BC is a very strong team and
they had the swimmers to last
the meet,'' Lowe said.
The two main point gett~rs for
UNH were Laurie Schulte and Sue ·
Panzik.
Schulte placed first in three events, the 100 and 200 yard individual medleys and was
swimmer in the relay.
Schulte, who was swimming the
/ 200 year relay for the first time,
broke the UNH record.
,
"I felt en extra pressure this
~meet because BC was such a
strong team," Schulte said. "I
didn't know the team at all. I knew
they were strong but it was our
first meet so the pressure cas
there.. "We don't have the numbers
that we needed in the end,"
Schulte said. "Sometimes ·our ·
swimmers had to double up and
that hurts our times.
"The workouts may have tired
us out a little. We were doing
two workouts a day which gets
pretty intense. I wasn't tired be, fore the 200 though. Since it was
my first time at that distance
I didn't know rrow. I'd do."
Panzik also came on strong,
_taking firs.ts in the 50 and 100
yard ._ backstroke, the t,op yard
butterfly and the relav.
UNH has three more meets left
in the season. The Wildcats are
at Bridgewater State Wednesday
and are at home February first
against a tough Harvard squad. ·

a
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Evans' clutch save
sparks Wildcats

•.,,.,

~

:-0·

Seldom is there a more exciting c~nfrontation in sports
than the isolated match-up of one player against another.
It could be a tailback running in open football field against
a tackler, two wrestlers going at it, or two boxers pounding
it out in a 16-foot square ring.
In hockey the penalty shot is one such confrontation. It
is so rare nowadays that when one is called for there is much
controversy, emotion and tension.
For the goaltender, the pressure is immense. Anxiety and
tension build inside him as the shooter closes in, cradling
the puck on his stick, looking for just the right spot.
The shooter has the overwhelming advantage. He knows
what he is going to do, when he is going to fake, where
he is going to shoot. The goalie must wait, guess, wait some
more,· and then react.
For UNH goalie Mark Evans, the pressure was so great last
Saturday night at the Gutterson Field House at the University·of Vermont that he lost_all color in his face.
"He was so tense," said UNH coach Charlie Holt, "that he
was sick. He was as pale as a ghost."

,~

~ildcat goalie Mark Evans makes a stick save on a shot by UVM-'s Gordie MacFarlane (17) as
Jim Duffy (20) and UNH's Bob Gould look on. Evans played an outstanding game in the Cats'
7-5 Saturday night win. (Steve Morrison photo)

Yet when the moment came,
Evans stood the test and turned
aside UVM' s Louis Cote, who
had previously gone three-forthree on penalty shots. "I saw
an opening to his left," said
the Montreal native in broken
English with a prominent
French accent. "The goalie, he
was very skillful with his glove
all night. When I got in front
of the net, I fake to that side
and go the other."

UNH gymnasts edge Springfield
best," said Datilio. "She was
By Paul Keegan
the thircfbest team in the east." ·
When the UNH women's gymWalker scored an even 9.0 on practically national gymnastics
nasties team recruited Denise the vault, an 8.8 on both the un- ch~mpion.''
Walker, one of the top high school · even bars and the balance beam
Datilio said his team will have
gymnasts in the country, many and a 9.1 on the floor exercises.
to average about 140 points per
She is now second in the eas- meet if it has any hope of nationthings were expected both of Walker and of the gymnastics team, tern AIAW in individual point al post-season competition.
which last year went undefeated totals in both the all-around and
"If we're not closer to 140
and won the Northern New Eng- balance beam and third in the
points
per meet, making the naland Tri-state Championship.
, east in the uneven bars.
. tionals is not a realistic hope as a
After two meets, Walker and
"It's a real problem for her to team," he said. . . .
the team have met all expecta- be able to do what everybody
UNH
will
host
the
Gymnix
team
tions. After Sunday's 131.6-131.4 expected of her," said Datilio.
squeaker over Springfield Col- "She's trying hard not to dis- from Canada Saturday night at
7: 30. The team is made up of
lege, the Wildcats are undefeated appoint anyone.''
Freshman Edie Sutton tied 14-16 year old girls who have
and Walker has swept every event in both meets.
Walker for first in the vault with Olympic aspirations.
"We're domg it for spectator
"You don't get much closer a 9.0 and placed second in the unthan that (.2 points)," said UNH even bars with an 8.4.
appeal," said -Datilio, who also
coach Lou Datilio. "Until last
"You don't hear much about said the meet will not count in
night, Spr~n_gfielq was prob;ibly Edie Sutton, but she's one of the EAIA Wstandings.
l

.

--

place sixth

Hoop Season Stats
Name
P. Dufour
K. Dickson
P. Laskaris
T.Cavanaugh
B. VanDeventer
Di Chapman
K. Herbert
J. Quinn
D. Coppin
R. Layne
J. Gureckis
B. Delaney
UNH
OPPONENTS

G
16
16
16
16
14
15
16
11
12
16
5
8
16
16

FG. Pct. FT.PCT. AST
28
.827
.423
_.451.
50
• .732
18
.597
.580
24
.476
.705
12
.696
.542
4
.632
.368
13
.482
.343
2
.571
.375
0
.250
.500
25
.571
.333
.250
.333
0
0
.000
.400
176
.452
.648
227
.695
.509

RB
34
Tl
98

101
73
16
71
30
23

AVG
2.1
1.7
6.1
6.3
5.2
1.1

4.4
2.7
1.9

18

1.1

5
3
599
633

1.0
0.4
37.4
39.6

TP
181
179
171
151
132
88
83

46
28
22
5
4
1090
1235

AVG
11.3
11.2
10.7
9.4
9.4
5.9
5.2
4.2
2.3
1.4
1.0
0.5
68.1
77.2

The UNH women's ski team
placed sixth out of seven teams
overthe weekend at St. Lawrence
University in UNH's first meet
of the season.
Mi ddlebury finished first with
162 points followed by Vermont
(148), Williams (113), St. Lawrence (90), Johnson State (88.5),
UNH (74), and Colgate (17).
"We didn't do as well as I would
have like," said first-year coach
Maril yn Cochrane. "But I really
didn't know what to expect."
Na ncy Frechette finished eight
forU NH in Friday's dual slalom.
Sue Mellett finished 13th and
Conni e Dunlap 16th.
In the cross-country event,
UNH' s "Muzzy" Smith finished
16th out of 31 competitions.
Nex t weekend, the Wildcats
will t ravel to Colby-Sawyer College. Cochrane said she is
"planning revenge" as Middlebury, UVM, Williams, and Johnson State will be there along with
Dartmouth, Colby, and the University of M~ne At Orono.

ECAC Div. I Hockey Standings
Team (Overall Record)
Boston University (15-0-0)
Boston College (13-4-0) . ·
Clarkson (12-7--0)
·
Brown (8-7-0)
Dartmouth (9-6-0)
Cornell (9-4-1)
Harvard (9-7-0)
Northeastern (8-7-1)
New Hampshire (10-7-0)
Vermont 00-7-0)
RPI (10-5-1)
Providence (8-11-1)
Yale· (6-9-1)
St. Lawrence (7-12-0)
Pennsylvania (4-10-1)
Princeton (2-7-2)
Colgate (3-14-0)

Won
11
9
9
8
7
5
7
7
7
5
4
5
6
4
2
1
2

ECAC Div. I
,Ho.op Standings

I

Team
Providence
Fairfield
Holy Cross
Rhode Island
Boston College
Maine
Connecticut
Northeastern
Vermont
Boston University
New Hampshire

W-L
15-1
12-2
11-3
12-4
11-5
7-5
8-7
8-8
6-8
5-7
4-12

Pct.
.938
.857
.786
.750
.688
.583
.533
.500
.429
.416
.250

Lost
0
4
4
4
5
4
6
6
7
5
5
7
9
8
7
6
12

Tied
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0

Pct.
1.000
.692
.692
.667
.583
.550
.538
.536
.500
.500
.444
.423
.406
.333
.250
.188
.143

Mark Evans

wonien skiers

feat stat.s}

GF
61
!'75
76
72
67
77
59
90
86
40
33
65
48
47
43
23
40

GA
38
63
59
38
56
37
71
69
72
44
39
60
70
67
61
39
109

\

'

Hockey Season Stats
Name
Ralph Cox
Frank Roy
Bruce Crowder
Bob Gould
JonFontas
Frank Barth
Terry Flanagan
Gary Burns
John Normand
Dana Barbin
Paul Surdam
Bob Francis
Sean Coady

/

Games
17
17
17
17
17
16
17
17
15
17
16
15
17

Goals
17
12
6
13
10
11
6
7
9

5
3
4
3

Assists
20
22
25
16
18
10

15
12
6
6
6

5
5

·1~Points· i Pen/Min.
37
13/26
34
3/6
31
16/40
29
11/22
28
4/8
21
1/2
21
8/16
19
.13/29
15
3/6
11
1/2
9
2/4
9
1/2
8
11/25

"It's a lot different story than
in practice," said Evans, "because I know _w here Fonz (Jon
Fontas) or Bob (Gould) will
'shoot. I didn't know what he
(Cote) would do."

The penalty shot ~as awarded to Vermont after UNH defenseman Steve Kinnealey covered up the puck in the UNH
crease. "I thought the rule Wd::, that you couldn't use your
hands," said Kinnealey later. "So, when I saw the puck laying there (Evans was on the ice away from the puck) I hopped on it and made sure !'didn't touch it with my hands."
When the officials blew the play dead, there was a swarm
of Catamounts screaming for a penalty shot. It was awarded and the Gutterson fans buzzed with excitement, anxiously
awaiting a goal that would bring UVM back into the game
as the Wildcats held a slippery 5-3 advantage.
The noise reached deafening levels · as Cote approached
Evans, who came out of his net to cut down the angle. Cote
faked, but Evans held his ground. Cote broke to Evans'
stick side and slid a shot along the ice to the near corner
of the net. The fans rose, ready to scream with delight over
the apparent goal. But Evans recovered, reeling backward
and diving for the puck with his stick slamming hard against
the ice.
The Wildcats poured from their bench and mobbed Evans
as he stood up. Cote skated away in disgust, slamming his
stick against the boards as Gutterson collapsed into silence,
save the handful of UNH fans which went beserk · in its little
portion of section 9.
Vermon·t coach Jim Cross tried to de-emphasize the moment.
"I don't consider it a turning point in the game," he said.
'.'We came back and got another to make it 5-4 with a lot
of time to go."
But, had Cote scored to bring the score to 5-4, Vermont
would have had the momentum they needed to possibly overcome UNH. But because he didn't score, UVM had to work
twice as hard to catch up. And they couldn't because Evans'
save sparked the Wildcats, and they weren't about to give up.
After the game in the locker room, Evans began to regain
color in his face. He looked relieved and his whole body sagged from the release of the tension which had bound him
together for the last two and a half hours.
Several players patted him on the back congratulating him.
_He sank into a chair to take his equipment off. Steam poured
from his body and sweat still drained from his forehead. He
sat back for a moment of rest . .
"Boy," he said. "That felt good." He gave an expression
that seemed to say "what else can I say."
Nothing at all.
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·Goalie Summary
Mark Evans (7-5)
Ken Lorance (3-0)
Greg Moffett (0-2)

Games
12
3
2

Minutes
721
180
120

GA
61
15
13

Saves
400
79
63

G.Avg.
5.08

5.00
6.50

Sv. Pct.
.868
.840
.829
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At Northeastern tonight ·

Wildcats split ,weekend pair
By Tom Lynch·
After playing their best basketball of the season to defeat
~oston University Saturday night
m Boston, and then returning
home to fall to St. Anselm's,
the UNH basketball Wildcats
(now 4-12) travel to Boston again
tonight, this time to do battle
with the Northeastern Huskies

Junior
forward
Brendan
VanDeventer, who led all scorers
in the game with 23 points,
effectively ran the. UNH offense
in the impressive comeback win. ·
VanDeventer pulled down 13
rebounds to play the key role
in bringing the Cats back from.
an 11-point deficit midway
through the first half.
(8-8).
J.
"We can't play any better than .
Senior Dave Caligaris leads NU we did tonight," said UNH coach
with a 25 points-per-game Gerry Friel after the game. "We
average. At 6'5" --225, Caligaris is started to play with confidence.
"one of the better players in the It's a lot easier when you're
region," according to North- playing ahead.''
eastern coach Jim Calhoun. "He
Senior guard Ron Layne, in one
plays well outside, and he's able of his few starting assignments
to muscle you inside."
of the year, was instrumental
The recent turn of events for in controlling the UNH offense
the Wildcats leaves Calhoun "in throughout the game. "Ronny
a bit of a quandary" about his · just played super out there/' said
game plan. "How do you attack Friel. "He directed the whole
a team that plays so well one show."
night (versus BU), and then not
"Everybody wanted to win,"
so well (against St. A's)? UNH . said Wildcat co-captain Tom
is the most difficult team to pre- Cavanaugh, who had 12 points
pare for that we've played all and five rebounds. "There was
year. "
no way we were going to lose.
"Coach (Gerry) Friel's teams
"It was a matter of pride.
have always played consistently, We had · to get back our selfCavan~ugh
said.
playing one type of game," said respect,"
Calhoun. "But this year, they've
been very inconsistent.''
In Saturday's contest, UNH
played physical, opportunistic
basketball en route to their
second road win, and fourth overall, of the year. The Cats outshot,
out-rebounded,
and
thoroughly
out-classed
the
Terriers for the 84-66 win. UNH
connected on 28 of 36 free throws,
with junior guard Keith Dickson
hitting on 13 of 15 from the line.

"When we got ahead it was easier
to play harder. It's tough to play
with enthusiasm when you've
been losing."
After shooting the lights out
at Case Center, the Cats returned
to Lundholm Gym Sunday and
also returned to the type of play
that has been their lot all year.
After opening up a 13-4 lead early
in tlie first half, the Cats' confident play slowly disintegrated
into a mire of poor ball handling,
sloppy passing, missed rebounds
and turnovers.
Through it all, St. A's man~ged
to chip away at the Cats' lead
going ahead by one, 32-31, on a
Jamie Oliver free throw with
one second left in the half.
What remained of the hardrunning style the Cats had used
to beat BU the night before and,
to some extent, in the first half
against St. A's, vanished completely in the second.
Although UNH managed to
regain a one-point lead early in
the half, the Hawks took control,
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UNH freshman guard Dana Chapmen slams home two points
in Sunday's action against St. Anselm's. The Cats spht two
games over the weekend, downing BU and losing to ·the
Hawks. (Art Illman photo)
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Evans shines 1n
down UVM, 7-5
net as UNH icemen
Now, however, things have fenseman, Colin Foam, because
By Lee Hunsaker
Dartmouth College, an on-and- changed, and it has shown with of academic ineligibility.
The Big Green, therefore, will
off team all season long, will the Cats winning six of tneir last
come to Durham tomorrow night seven games. Coach Charlie Holt rely heavily on the play of
for a game agamst UNH mat ha.::, partly credited tho turn-~- frP"hman eoalie Jan Jankowski>
round to the total team defense. a Montreal native by way or
promises to be a classic.
The Wildcats are looking to a- The ability of UNH's forwards Phillips Exeter Accademy. Janvenge themselves of a 7-6 over- to ·get back and help on defense kowski has played every minute
time loss to Dartmouth in the has helped the team to balance of Dartmouth's 15 games so far_
compiling 4.44 goals against,
Blue-Green Tournament last out, according to Holt.
.
"For a team that was one and while making 412 saves.
December and are looking to up
Offensively, Dartmouth will
their current winning streak to six," said Holt, "I've got to say
that these guys haven't given up look to Dennis Murphy and Ross
four.
Brownridge to spark the for"We've been waiting for this yet."
one," said UNH captain Jon Fon- · Dartmouth has been clinging to wards. Murphy is the leading Big
fifth place in the ECAC, recently Green scorer with 16 goals and 13
tas. "We owe them something."
The loss to Dartmouth came in uooing its record to 7-5 (9-6 over- assists for 29 points. Brownridge
the finals of the tourney held in all) with an 11-5 trouncing of Penn- is just two points behind, scoring
8 and 19 for 27 points:
Hanover in an emotional game sylvania last Sunday.
The 7-5 victory over Vermont
The win was costly, however,
that was decided with a Mark
Culhane goal, 1: 15 into the over- as the Big Green lost the services last Saturday night marked two
of defenseman Dave Robbins, important turn arounds for UNH.
time periQd.
At that time in the season, the leaving Dartmouth with six One was the resurgence of the
wuacat aetense tiad been abused healthy blueliners, including Cats into playoff contention. The
again and again by opposinr-: Dennis Hughes, a junior, who has win brought them back to a .500
forwards and it was the offensivc been sidelined with a knee in- record, placing them just on the .
work of the UNH forwards that jury since late December but is edge of the top eight.
"Now we're back in the middle
had kept the Cats in so many expected to play.
Dartmouth also lost another de- of the pack,'' said forward Frank
games.

Rc;>y, who had a goal and two assists on the night. "It feels great
to be winning again."
One of Roy's as~ists was on a
crucial goal by John Normand
midway through the final period.
It put l)NH up by two goals and
ended any Catamount hopes of a
comeback.
The other turn-around has been
the play of UNH goalie Mark
Evans. Early ' in the season,
Evans was picked apart by opposing teams and his goals against average looked more like
the scoring average of Julius Erving of basketball's Philadelphia
76'ers.
He was shelled by RPI, CorneH,
Harvard and Dartmouth for six,
ten, seven, and seven goals respectively. But, since then a new
year has come .and, it appears_,so
has a new Evans.
In his last six games, Evans
has won five, losing only to Boston University, 6-4. Against Vermont, he turned aside 52 shots
.and stopped a penalty shot.

''Mark Evans played as fine
a game as he ever has," said
Holt. "Where I wouldn't say he
stole the show, I wpuld say he exercised a little bit of lar-

ceny."

UNH's forwards continued
their fine . year as six different
Wildcats poured in goals past the
Catamounts' freshman goalie,
Sylvian -Turcotte~ who, before the
game, had been one of the top
netminders in the ECAC.
Bob Gould led the charge with
two goals, one of them ranking
in the spectacular category. With
Bruce Crowder out for tripping,
UVM was placing heavy pressure
in the UNH zone.Catamount captain Randy Koch tried to pass out
to the point but Gould intercepted
and began a rush up ice.
After overpowering a UVM defender at center ice, Gould split
the defense and went in alone on
Turcotte. A neat fake one way
and Turcotte was out of the play
as Gould pocketed his second
goal of the night.

Icewomen top Green
to remain unbeaten

By Lee Huns,aker
The UNH women's ice hockey
team, still undefeated on the season, will host a strong_Boston College team Thursday night at 7
p.m. at Snively Arena. The last
time these two teams met UNH
won, 4-1, but only because of a ·
third-period, three-goal performance by the Wildcats' Melissa
White.
Saturday, UNH upped its record to 6-0-0 with an -8-3 ·victory
over Dartmouth College. Kathy
Bryant scored a hat trick as six
Wildcats tallied. Bryant notched
a goal in each period.
Thought the score might indicate a one-sicfed affair, it was
anything but that. Dartmouth,
which was previously undefeated
with a 3-0-0 record, came out
strong in the first period holding
UNH's high-scoring line of White,
Bryant and Gail Griffith in check.
But the Cats got their high scoring machine in gear, eventually
outshooting the Big Green, 42-17.
· "I think they could have done
better arti~tically," said_ UNH

coach Russ Mc Curdy.' ''We have
been better. We just out hustled
them in the end."
Defense has been suspect of
late for the Wildcats and could
play a major factor in the game
against BC. With the loss of cocaptain Jeanne Menard for the
rest of the season (transfer to
Chico State) and with many players suffering from the flu,
Mccurdy has. gene with a f;ve
woman rotation at the blur•; ··;f- .
Mccurdy said that against
Dartmouth the defense "was not
as consistent as we need to be.''
For the BC game, UNH expects
to run into a hot goalie in Pee:e:v
Cameron. "That's our main concei n," saidMcCurdy. "We've got
to get in close and make sure
of our shots."
Against BC, Mccurdy plans to
go with Donna Nystrom in nets.
Nystrom has a 2.20 goals ag~inst'
in five games, including ·one shutout. Bonnie Voye worked the nets
in the Dartmouth game, her first
of the year.
·

U~H'.s Kathy Bryan.t 06) pumps a shot past Dartmouth's Debby Kukuhran en route to her hat
trick m UNH's 8-3 victory on Saturday. It was the Wildcats' sixth win against no losses (Lee
~unsaker photo) _
.,
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